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The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, July 18, 1969

First Steps On Moon May Coe 4 Hours
Earlier Than Planned For Neil Armstrong

Nice letter from N. B. Ellis who
now lives in Osceola, Arkansas.
His daughter Pat is in the east
of Dogpatrit,-USA--whicis will be
In production through Libor
Day near Harrison, Arkansas.

The Men's Medal golf tournament will be Played at the
Calloway Count? Country CI"
on Sunday, July M. The flights are as follows:
Championship: (72-80) B o b
72 Buddy Hewitt 74,
Taylor
N. B. and Marilyn used to live
Jiggs Lassiter 75, Ted Billinghere and have many friends who
ton 76, Johnny Quertermous
will be pleased to know they are
Hal Houston 77, Buster
76,
getting along well. N. B. says it
fourth
correction
Saturday.
Scott 7'7, Tim Miller 78, Doug
has been too hot for fishing
78, Ralph McCuiston
Even at that, a change of less
Wallace
there in Arkansas.
than 11,i, m.p.h. would be need78, John Belote 79, Brent Hughes 79, Don Robinson 80.
SPACE CENTER, Houston ed then - it the fourth opportMrs. Leonard Vaughn calls to
First flight (81-86) Haron
(UPI)- Astronaut Neil A. Arm- unity is taken.
say she has a swarm of bees
West
81, Chad Stewart 81, Tomstrong will decide whether to Aldrin said he and Armstrong
that anyone may have by meremy Sanders 81, Steve Payne
set foot on the moon's surface
ly corning by and getting them.
81, Bill Thurman 82, Rex AlexSunday night four hours earlier
The bees swarmed on the east
ander 82, Jim Laasiter 83, Karl
than planned.
aide of the house and they inConverse 83, Jim Converse 84,
sist on coming in where it is
Bill Holt 85, Dow Ryan 85,
One of the pressures for such
601 everytime a door is openBill Wyatt 85, Bob Billington
a decision was Russia's Luna
ed.
85, John Irvan 85, John Quert15, a robot rocket now in lunar
ermous, Sr., 85.
orbit that is expected to try to
All
administrative
offices
We can't blame the bees for
Second flight (86-89) Wells
land today, scoop up rock and will be closed and classes disliking air conditioning, but we
Purdom, Jr., 86, W. L. Polly
dirt samples and race Apollo missed Monday, July 21, at
-an understand Mrs. Vaughn's
86, Jack White 86, Jim Frank
11 back to earth.
Murray State University in or86, Don Shelton 86, Bill Doss
(Continued on Page Six)
der
that students and faculty
Space
officials
said
there was
87, Harold Hurt 87, Sam Spicemembers may follow the prono
expectation
of
changing
the
land 88, Johnny ,McCage 89,
flight plan -for Armstrong, Ed- gress ofthe Apollo 11 moon
Dick Orr 89, Jim Payne 89.
win W.'Dud" Aldrin and Mi- -walk, Dr. Harry M. Sparks,..preThird flight (90-98) Holmes
chael Collins, but they did not itident of the University, has
Ellis 90, Jack Relate 91, J. D.
rule out the possibility and announced.
Rayburn 92, Sal Matarazzo 93,
Dr. Sparks' action is in line
SENIOR RECITAL - Thomas George, a senior music
Armstrong
has been known to
Jim Ed Diuguid 93, Wayne Dorwith the recommendations of
motor it Murray State University, prepares for his July 72
improvise.
an 93, Jere Strpling 93, Pat RyPresident Richard Nixon and
sacred music recital at the Salem Baptist Church In Salem, an 94, A. B. Crass 95, M. C.
The astronauts finally awoke Kentucky Governor Louie B.
K. The program, which is open to the public. Is scheduled
Ellis 98.
at 9:30 a.m. with the spacecraft Nunn that the historic day be
for 3 to 4 p.m.
Tee off times and foursomes.
_184.874 miles from earth, 73,- declared a holiday.
No. 1 tee:
'32 miles from the moon and
Apparently the University is
12:30, Bob Taylor, Buddy Hetraveling at 2,419 m.p.h.
the only local place that will
witt, and Johnny Querterrnous.
THE FIRST MAN chosen to set foot on the Moon. Neil
take advantage of the holiday,
A Four Rivers Council Boy
12:40 Jiggs Lassiter, Ti m
Aldrin rang up ground con- as the banks and all city ofArmstrong looks confident during suiting procedure at Cap*
Scouts of America meeting was
Miller, Brent Hughes, and Don
trol with a cheery, "Good morn- fices will be open.
Kennedy.
Thomas George, 1612 Miller Robinson.
held last night at the Holiday
ing, Houston," and ground comAvenue, Murray, will present an
Inn to present to a number of
12:50, Ted Billington, Hal
municator Bruce McCandless inorgan recital of serious sacred Houston, Doug Wallace, and
local business, professional and
formed him the third midcourse got a solid eight hours of sleep
music at the Salem Baptist Ralph McCuiston.
civic leaders, some of the procorrection had been cancelled. and Collins got nine.
Roy Kelso of Hazel Route Church in Salem, Kentucky, on
Two thirds of the way to the
blems and plans of the council.
1:00, Buster Scott, John BeHe said it would have been so
moon, the Apollo 11 crew began
Max B. Hurt was master of One expired Thursday at 1:30 July 27, from 3 to 4 p.m.
lote, Steve Payne, and Dow Rytiny - a change in velocity of
A senior music major at Mur- an.
loosening up for the great adceremonies and he introduced p.m, at the Murray-Calloway
Tommy Walker has been about one half mile per hour- venture - whether the climax
Dr. Ralph Woods, President of County Hospital. He had suffer- ray State University, George
I:10, Tommy Sanders, B ill
that
it
would
be
added
to
the
elected first vice-president of Pi
(Continued on Page Sixl
the Council Dr. Woods told the ed a heart attack at his home is majoring in pipe organ. He Thurman, Wells Purcioni Jr.,
Sigma Eta, national professionis a member of Phi Mu Alpha, and Bill Holt
group that scouting is reaching on Wednesday.
al fraternity for mortuary stuThe deceased, age 75, was a a professional musk fraternity
only sixteen per cent of the
1:20, Heron West, Chad Stedents, at the Kentucky School of
boys in the Council area and retired farmer. He was a mem- for men, and has held the of- wart, Rex Alexander, and John
Mortuary Science, Louisville.
the aim is to reach one third ber of the South Pleasant Grove fices of alumni secretary and Quertermous, Sr.
Walker will complete his
of them. The Council has been United Methodist Church. He historian in the organization.
1:30, Jim Converse, Bill WyOne person was injured in a course of study in February and
George studied piano three att, John Irvan.
in financial difficulties, he con- was born November 23, 1893, to
two vehicle accident yesterday Will be returning to work at
the late Mr. and Mrs. Robert Years under Mrs. Pauline StringNo. 10 tee:
p.m. on the Mayfield the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Kelso of Calloway County.
er, the present choral director
12:30, Jim Lassiter, Bob Bill- at 12:15
curvivors are his wife, Mrs. of Salem Baptist Church. He ington, Harold Hurt, and John Road, Highway 121, three-tenths Home.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
of a mile from the Murray City
presented a previous recital at ny McCage.
(Continued on Page Six)
A hit and run accident was ny R. Vaughn of Route Three,
the church in August of last
12:40, Jack White, Jere Stri- Limits, according to Kentucky Thomas Owen Walker of Brentlast night at 9:40 p.m. Dover, Tenn., and a 1967 Ford
reported
wood,
Tenn.,
and
the
grandson
Charles
StephenState
Trooper
year.
pling, Don Shelton, and Bill
of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald W. at South 16th and Sycamore Si tor truck awned by Murray
son.
Included in the program will Doss.
The Calloway County Country
Stephen Joe Simpson of Leit- Churchill of Murray. He is mar- Streets, according to the report Supply Company, 208 East Main
be "Battle Hymn" by Steffe,
12:50, Sam Spiceland, Dick
Club were winners in two swim
chfield,
a Murray State student ried to the former Marilyn Wil- filed by the investigating offic- Street, and driven by John Cal"Dialogue" by
Clerambault, Orr, Jim Payne, and W. L Polmeets held this week at the
living at Shady Oaks Trailer son, daughter of Mrs. Evelyn ers of the Murray Police Depart- vin Nanny of Murray Route
"Three Pieces for Organ" by ly.
One.
ment.
Calloway Club.
Choveatue "Processional" by
1:00, Holmes Ellis, J. D. Ray- Court, was treated at the emer- Wilson, 1108 Olive Street.
Police said that Vaughn was
Walker and his wife reside
On Monday the Calloway team
Shaw, "Wedding Day" (0 Per- burn, Sal Matarazzo, Wayne gency room of the Murray-CalNo injuries were reported, going north on 3rd, failed to
won over the Russellville team
loway County Hospital. He had at 3928 Bardstown Road, Louisfect Love) by Titcomb, and Ca- Doran.
but two cars were damaged by see the stop sign at Walnut, and
by the score of 276 to 89.
rol-Prelude on "Greensleever
1:10, Jack Belate, Jim Ed a laceration to the left side of ville, Ky.
the hit and run car, according collided with the truck going
Wednesday the Calloway team
by Wright among other select- Diuguid, Jim Frank, and M. C. his forehead, according to hoswest on Walnut Street.
to the report.
defeated the Oaks Country Club
pital officials.
ions.
Ellis.
Damage to the Vaughn car
Simpson, age 19, driving a
team by the score of 172 to 35.
The public is invited to at1:20, Pat Ryan, A. B. Crass,
a 1968 was on the right front, and to
were
damaged
Cars
owned
by
his
fathComet
1961
During both meets all Callotend
Karl Converse.
Mustang two door driven by the Ford truck on the left side.
way swimmers received _blue
Trophies will be awarded im- er ‘F.J.liott_BLaine Simpson of
- 1704 Keeneribbons.
mediately following the tour- Leitchfield, had pulled into thi" Mrs. Eunice Overbey of Mur- Faye D. Forbus of
Calloway will go to Russellnament to the winner and run- parking lot of the South Central ray was transferred to the Mur- land Drive, and a 1963 Chevrolet four door hardtop driven by
Bell Telephone Company mainville on Wednesday, July 23,
nerup of each flight.
ray-Calloway County Hospital
Catfor its next swim meet.
Gen. Earle G. Wheeler
Bill Holt is the tournament tenance building on Highway this morning -from the Western Madeline L. Parker of
alina Drive.
121 to do some work on his
chairman.
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
muffler.
The Murray woman, an emBoth cars, going west on SyStephenson said that
Trooper
Three children were reportployee
of the J. H. Churchill camore Street, had stopped at
out of the parkpulled
Simpson
ed injured in an accident at
Funeral Home, suffered a break the stop sign at South 16th
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Moffett, Pa- ing lot onto Highway 121 going in both legs in a fall at the Street to wait for the traffic to
the Murray-Calloway Cotmty
Murray.
toward
norama Shores, returned WedFair on Thursday afternoon.
First Christian Church on Sun- clear.
Steven Craig Jackson of PaThose injured were Vicki nesday night from a three week
1967 day, June 1. She has been at
Chadwick, age nine, and Jet trip to the west coast. While on ducah, age 21, driving a
The hit and run car was turnPep- the Paducah hospital since that
by
the
owned
pickup
Ford
Howard Crittenden, principal
the ambush of an Army convoy trey Chadwick, age six, both the trip they visited Mr. Moftime.
off of 16th onto Sycamore,
ing
Company,
was
of Calloway County High School,
of 737 Nash Drive, and Tina fett's daughter and family at si-Cols Bottling
north of the capital.
and
failed
the
two
cars,
struck
toward Murray and hit
SAIGON (UPI) - U.S. war
has announced dates for regisIt underscored the depth of Eldridge, age nine, of Almo Seattle, Washington and attend- going
to stop after hitting the Musincommuniques today showed no the four-week old battle lull, Route One.
tration
of all students who plan
ed_ the Imperial Shrine Council the Simpson car as it pulled
Chevrolet,
according
tang and
Americans killed in action now under investigation by Gen.
to attend Calloway County High
Vicki had an injury to the at Seattle. On, the return trip to his lane of traffic, according
report.
to
the
police
to Stephenson who said that
Thursday despite the first shell- Earle G. Wheeler, chairman of left cheek, and Jeffrey and they visited Yosomite
for the 1969-70 school year.
National Jackson was unable to stop in
ing of Saigon in nine days and the Joint Chiefs, who took to Tina both had contiorions to Park, Sequoia
Seniors will :egister on MonNational Park, time to avoid the collision.
Damage to the Mustang was
day, August II; juniors on Tuest ---field today for talks with the batik at the- head, accord- Grand Canyon, Petrified Forest,
on the left side and to the
After the collision the Simpday, August 12; sophomores on
ing to hoapital officals. They Painted Desert and other points
commanders there.
Chevrolet on the left front. Poside
oar
went
off
the
south
son
South
Central
Bell
Telephone
Wednesday, August 13; freshA total of 120 Viet Cong and were all Ohne treated, x-rayed, of interest. Mr. Moffett said
the
hit
investigating
are
of the road, turned over, and Company has announced t h e lice
men an Thursday, August 14:
North Vietnamese soldiers died and released.
that they met all types of weaand run accident.
and all new students who have
Reports are that the safety ther including rain, snow and landed on its top, Stephenson promotion and transfer of BobIn scattered combat Thursday,
not previously filled out a signAllied spokesmen said. Twenty- bar on the Tilt-A-Whirl came hail and a hurricane and barely said. The car was towed away by Joe Wade, switchman in the
Another accident occurred
one Americans were wounded loose and hit the three c.hildren missed two tornadoes. The Mur- by the Parker Ford, Inc. wreck- Murray Central Office, to assist- Thursday at 5:10 p.m. at North up sheet on Friday, August 15
er.
ant equipment engineer in their
Registration will begin each
Clear to partly clouay and but none killed. South Vietna- as they were ridign at the fair, ray couple reported a
3rd and Walnut Streets.
very
The Jackson truck ended up Louisville engineering offices.
morning at 8:30 a.mS
according to the hospital.
continued generally hot through mese losses were light.
a
1963
involved
were
Vehicles
good trip.
on the south side of the
It
Wade, a native of McConnell,
Any new student who lives in
turday. A slight chance of afThe rockets, six feet long and
Ford convertible owned by Thowas taken to Paducah by the Tennessee,
attended
grade
the Calloway County School disternoon or evening thunder- weighing 100 pounds, slanuned
driven by Kenbottling company.
scheiol in Fulton, Kentucky, and mas Vaughn and
trict planning to attend Calloers south portion today. into Saigon shortly before midbruisJackson
received
some
high
school
at
Union
City,
way County High School, and
Tenthe
igh today and Saturday in
night Thursday, killing two cives in the accident, but was not nessee. He.began his telephone
who has not completed a signmid to upper 90s, lows tonight ilians and wounding two in the
treated at the hospital.
career in 1953 as a lineman in
up sheet, is asked to contact
In the low to mid 70s. Winds outlying 9th Precivct, initial
Patricia Ellis, a June graduate
Paducah. Re also worked in
Principal Crittenden immedsoutheast 6 to 12 miles per hour reports said.
of Murray State University and
this capacity in Fulton and Mayiately.
today and tonight A-20 per cent
Allied artillery answered the the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
The St. John's Baptist Church
field before moving to the posDuring registration school
probability of measurable rain first attack on the capital since N. B. Ellis, formerly of this
will have a special business
ition of installer-repairman at
books and annuals will be on
this afternoon with less than July 8 with thunderous barrages city and now of Osceola, Arkmeeting tonight (Friday) at
Murray in 1857. The following
sale at Calloway County High
10 per cent other times Out- into the suspected launching ansas, has been selected and is
seven p.m. at the church.
year he transferred into the
Donnie
Beach
of
Alino
Route
School.
look for Saturday - Little pads but spotter pilots
now in the cast of Dognatch,
Murray equipment office as
change.
no conclusive results.
USA.
Some very important business One, age fifteen, is reported
switchman where he has workIt was one of 10 overnight
This is a "take-off' of Al will be discussed and all oftic- in satisfactory condition at the
ed for the pasts eleven years.
Murray-Calloway
County
Hosguerrilla shellings, none of Capp's comic strip, Lil Abner. ials and members of the church
In his new position, Wade will
pital this morning.
them doing serious damage, Patricia portrays several char- are urged to attend.
The young man was injured be assisting in the planning and
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 357.9, irSadquarters said. Scattired, acters including
Mammy YokIn an accident at his home yeS- engineering of intricate teleup 0.2; Below dam 310.9, down fighting across the battlefield urn, in skits acted out throughEight persons were cited by
terdel and was brought to the phone equipment for installat0.2
Thursday killed 45 Communist out the day. The locale and rusthe Murray Police Department
•
room at 12:20 p. m. ion throughout the state o f
tree/wintic lime _buildings are patternon Tuesday, according to the
Beach. was reported using a Kentucky.
Barkley Lake - 7 a.m. 357.9, up
.. Military
spokesmen
said ed after the cartoon with fun
-records
.of. the._.Murray Police
Wade,
his
wife,
hatchet
and
cut
his
down
knee
in
the
Shirley:1nd
311
6,
dam
Below
0.2;
by Wilted Press International
North Viet'namese' troops ear- and hilarity for everyone.
Department.
their three children, Sue Ann,
0.3.
lier Thursday had sprung their
TeguCigalie, Honduras, is the accident. He had a laceration
The setting is in the Ozark
The citations were two for
to the lett knee and cut a tear I5,..Kaith, 11, and Jerry Joe., 7,,
-third ambush this week on U.S. Mountains near Harrison, Ark- only Latin American capital apublic drunkenness, one for
on
reside
at
in
507
South
his
13th
left
knee.
He
was
Street,
Sunrise 5:51, sunset 8:15.
convoys north of Saigon, this ansas. This park will be open part from Brasilia which cannot
fhooting fireworks, and five for
admitted to the hospital after but will be moving soon to their
Moon set 10:44 p.m.
be reached by rail
through Labor Day,
(CootInued on Page Six)
not having a city auto sticker
new home in Louisville.
treatment.

University Closes
Monday For Apollo
11 Moon Walk

ltestiOIC

I Thomas George Will
Give Organ Recital,

Three Children
Reported Injured
At The County Fair

1629

Bobby Joe Wade Is
Promoted By South
Central Bell Co.

road.

Patricia Ellis In
Dogpatch Cast

ed

report-

Eight Persons Are
Cited By Police

emergency
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REJECTS RECOMMENDATION
Championship

Skeet Shoot
Is Scheduled

'
,.

MAYFIELD, Ky., July 17 —
['he Jackson Purchase Open
tkeet championships will be held
Saturday and Sunday at the
Jackson Purchase Gun Club,
located just off KY 121 near
Coldwater.
The .210 and .28 gauge events
as.
will be shot Saturday, followed
by the .20 and all-gauge events
on Sunday.
Ralph Hughes, Paducah, is the
defending all-gauge champion.
Handsome trophies Will be presented in each division.
Most of the top shoeters in the
area are expected to participate in the big shoot, according
Share-the-Cost
to Everett Wheeler, Murray,
president of the club.
Passengers
Visiting shooters and their
"As long as you are doing the wives will be
guests at a barbedriving, let me pay for the gasonipper
cue
Saturday
evening.
line."
Suppose that you, as the driver,
accept this kind of an offer from
your passenger. Could such an ar- Prof. Winte
r
rangement knock,out your liability
insurance in case of an accidesit? To Present
After all, liability policies often do
say that the driver must not use
Organ Recital
his car to carry "passengers for
hire."
An organ recital will be gives
Nevertheless, in a number of by Professor John C. Winter
cases, courts have held that the la- on aridity evening. July 20th, at
7 p.m. at First United Methodilit
Church of Mayfield.
A short dedication of the 192$
three manual and pedal mcgler
pipe organ will be first on Use
program. Professor Winter
served as an advisor in the renovation of the organ.
Professor Winter holds a Bachelor of Music degree from Lauf-

THE
fll•
FAMITYti; car
LAWYER

Space Bases and Shuttlecraft

Braves'
ndled top
shrewdest

By .1011X C. KRANF.R
Cc,ifr.iZ Press Seicare Writer
CANCELLATION of the $3 billion MOL (Manned Orbiting
Lab) project by the Air Force may climax once and for all many
hot debates in Congress for and against a manned military space
program.
The ball has now been passed to the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
NASA is not lacking in plans system.
for orbiting labs and space staThis problem has been extions. Until this year most ex- plored in detail by NASA's Adpeks considered cancellation of visory Committee for Manned
MOL out of the question on Space Flight, and recommendagrounds of national security.
lions are now part of a future
However, the results of Apollo studies program being considastronaut training and man ered by the presidential space
hours in space flight, ready task force,
launch facilities and low-cost
The production of multi-purconversion of Apollo_ and Sat- pose shuttle spacecrafts. orbiturn-4B may have changed the
rendezvousing and docking
with a space station and repicture.
•
•
•
turning to Earth tn an aircraft
NASA's first step into the atmospheric landing has been
apace station business will be under study and development
the Saturn 1 Workshop, by- since early 1960.
• • •
product of the billions already
invested in Apollo hardware.
THESE vehicles have been re*.Called the Apollo Applications ferred to as manned lifting
Program (AAP), the first of bodies. the M2-F3 under study
five Saturn IS rockets will by NASA and the HL-10 and
launch a 10,000-cubic-foot modi- X-24, joint Air Force-NASA refied S 4B stage and Apollo Com- search programs, are now in
mand Module into a 260-mile powered flight stages exploring
Earth orbit in 1971.
the use of wingless vehicles for
After the S 48 is vented of manned horizontal landings at
its remaining hydrogen it will air fields after return from
become a house-size living quar- space. Their basic designs will
ters and experimental lab for be incorporated into future
three-man crews. The largest manned space logistic systems.
spacecraft ever flown, this veIn a special interview, Charles
hicle will be the central struc- I W. Matthews, heading the W.ture for a series of at least three ture studies of orbiting space
exploratory space station mu- stations for NASA, said they
sions spaced four months apart are the next step in our future.
and lasting from 28 to 56 days. "No other program will focus
• • •
so well our nation's progress
AAP experience is expected in spahe in the next decade as
to provide a transition period of one to develop and operate a
training and technical shake- space station in Earth orbit."
downs leading to construction
With TWA now filing reserin space of large orbiting bases vations
for the first commerstaffed by hundreds of men and
cial flight to the Moon, it may
women in the 1980s.
not be long before Statler-HilPermanent space stations enton announces plans for their
visioned by NASA will present
in space orbit,
next hotel . .
problems in logistics. The Earthcourse.
of
to-orbit transport of technicians, 1
scientists and supplies will necNEXT—TARGET: MARS
essitate a low cost shuttle ferry

ink:

14•wa
-

WASHINGTON UPI - President
Nixon has rejected a Civil Aeronautics Board Recommendation that Continental Airlines ge
given a South Pacific route as
part of the complex transpacific
air route case. Nixon told the
CAB to consider a decision farther. Shortly after his inaugural,
Nixon reversed President Lyndon B. Johnson's transpac awar-
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he has been for twenty-one years,
and is president of the Kentucky
Music Teachers Association.
As a concert organist he was
traveled extensively and played
on many of the outstanding organs
in the United States.
The publk is invited to attenc
this recital.

course.
The astronauts are given intensive training sessions in lunar
geology since they must make
the final decisions on what samples are brought back from the
moon's surface.

NASSAU BAY, Tex. - The sign at a resort motel in this
Houston
The archerfish got its name "They always told us the best
suburb:
surance coverage is still in effect.
from
its practice of projecting geologist would be the first man
"Hail Columbia and Eagle Too, Hi Ts Moon See Ya
reason that a casual payment
on the moon," quipped scientist
Soon." They
water from its mouth.
by a passenger, just to be sociable,
astronaut Dr. Don L. Lind.
*
*
does
not
really mean he is -hiring"
TEGUCIGALPA - An brganization of American States
He said some of the guys
commenting on the tense Honduras. El Salvador border: mediator, the car.
The North Polar Sea is partly really "studied hard,"
But suppose the arrangement is
"We don't have any idea of how things are going along
covered with ice at all times.
anymore. Sometimes I think that with the bad communicathe border somewhat more formal. Take this
tions, the situation:
two governments themselves have no idea of what their
A young man heading for a
armies are
up to out there."
Florida vacation took along three
passengers—all of them strangers.
NEW ORLEANS - U. S. District Court Judge
Harold E. Cox Before they started on the journey,
upholding the conviction of seven Ku Klux Klan members
for the ahe collected from each passenger
1964 plot to murder three civil rights workers in
flat fee as payment for transMississipp
i: portation.
"We find ample proof of conspiracy and each
appellant'
s comHere, after an
plicity in a calculated, cold-blooded and merciless plot to
on the
murder." highway, the driveraccident
was informed
* TODAY and SATURDAY *
by hi insurance company that his
PARE . Black Panther leader Eldridge
Cleaver
in
a
phone
liability
poTicy
did
not
protect
him.
. conversation from Algeria:
PROF. JOHN WINTER
And, after litigation, the court
"I've traveled in eight countries
and I've found Yankee agreed with the insurance comimperialism numbing people, starving them. It has them
uptight." pany. The judge said that even
STOP THAT ITCH!
though the driver was not a regular
IN JUST 15 MINUTES,
"carrier," he had indeed been II tot pl•alsed, your 4IM back at may
Anil Coaster. Apply quick-dryly,
carrying "passengers for hire" on ITCH-114Z
-NOT day or siege tor sethis occasion.
venth. insect bit.., too nab. tabor surmama. Aimeothertic action quiet.
In the final analysis, your insur- feu
In minutes. Antiseptic active
ance coverage will depend on the Hidden
.„—amaretanm.SSUIPIS
Mils worms to •pieed booting. NOW
exact language of your own par- st 14•1Iand Drug
Co.
Thou hast forsaken me, saith the Lord, thou art gone backward, ticular policy. Many modem poll.
'des do flay, a specific provisioe
— Jeremiah 15:6.
allowing you to carry--on a shareNo one stands still. We are always going Jorwar.or backward, the-co
10k CORRiCf
st hasis--such passengers u
Make sure of your direction.
friends, neighbors, fellow workers,
SUN. - MON.- TUES. - WED.
TIME and
•
or school children.
It is a wise precaution, before
TEMPtRATURE
collecting afiy but the moti.inieg11.7
AY 014 Nh . 11
Villan• al contributions from passengers;
to check your insurance policy first.
tatheewime, you may be
without an insurance umbrella
when you sled k most.
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shins State College, a Master
of Music degree from the UniGOOD MOTIVATION
versity of Michigan and has also
studied at Juilliard &hoot of
Musk in New York City *and
Trinity College of Music in LonSPACE CENTER, Houston UPI
don, Englarel.
- The motivation inside geology
At m. present Van Iss is a classrooms at the manned spaceProfessor of piano and organ at craft center was good, says one
Murray State University where astronaut who went through the
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Congress will sooner or later come face-to-face
with the probl.rr of what to do about the
postoffice, a department of the federal government
that is running $800 million a year in the red and is
apparently getting further behind in carrying the
mail.
Postmaster General William Blount, like his
predecessor in the administration of President
Johnson, thinks the solution lies in forming a
corporation and letting the big business brains of
the country reorganize the postal system into a
more efficient business organization.
This may or may not be the solution. The big
problem faced by the postoffice is lack of funds.
It's a losing business which has to be subsidized by
the taxpayers to make up the loss each year.
One way to attack this problem is to increase
postal rates. . . . and we don't mean raising the
price of a first class stamp to seven cents, either.
That's part of the trouble now. Every time the
postoffice goes into the red a little deepr, Congress
raises the price of first class postage, and John Q.
Public (the taxpayer) gets it socked to him again.
Postal rates for second, third and fourth class
mail should be carefully analyzed. Study should be
made as to what it is costing the postoffice to
handle thlitype of mail and then adjust the rates
upward to cover the clost. We suspect that such
mail accounts for a high percentage of the average
postoffice's cost of delivering the mail. It is
ridiculous that first class mail users should have to
pay the freight for those who use the various bulk
mail services, but that is exactly what has been
happening for years.
...Why hasn't Congress done something already
itp _etliplise this situation? The answer is simple.
The big third class mail users (direct mail, catalog,
books, etc.) make themselves heard in Washington.
They have powerful lobbyists working for them,
while the average first class stamp users have none.
Whether we go the corporation route or make
other drastic changes, we must be careful that in
making the poetoffice a more efficient and
profitable operation, we do not overlook the
primary purpose for which it is intended, and that
to serve the public.
Particularly the welfare of the rural public of
America must be kept in mind. in our zeal to make
it make money, we must not forget the little towns
and hamlets like the railroads have done, for
instance, in order to improve their profit and
loss
statements.
No matter which way the nitiofi
postal operation, it will never work unless the
proper postal charges are allocated to the handling
of the various types of mail which it costs the most
to handle. It's that simple.
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was removed for a pinch-hitter
in the seventh inning and Steve
Hargan and Stan Williams were
By GARY KALE
effectively containing the OriolUPI Sports Writer
es' attack.
But it's that kind of a year for
Phil Niekro has come a long
Dave McNally.
way since his high school days
Boog Powell doubled in the
as John Havlicek's basketball
eighth inning and Brooks Robinteammate in Bridgeport, Ohio.
son followed with his 15th homer
Havlicek gained stardom with
of the season to give the Orioles
the Boston Celtics, while Midi:iv
a 3-2 victory. The win went to
discovered his decision to play
Pete Richert, but McNally's strepro baseball was a torturous
ak remained alive.
road through minor league towns.
Along the way, Niekro developBoston-N.Y. Rained Out
ed a knuckleball to go with ah
assortment of pitches that finally elevated him to major league Elsewhere in the American
League, Minnesota beat Chicago,
status. But he has had some
8-5, Detroit shaded Washington,
including
teachers,
the
best
of
4-3, Oakland belted Seattle, 8-2,
Atlanta Manager Lumen Harris,
and the Boston-New York game
Coaches Harry Dorish and Sat
was rained out.
chel Paige, and Paul Richards,
The Indians scored a pair of
Braves' vice president, who haruns in the fourth. Larry Brown
ndled top talent as one of the
reached second on Mark Belenshrewdest catchers in baseball.
ger's throwing error and scored
on Cap Peterson's single. PetLessons Paying Off
erson took third on Duke Sims'
single and scored on Vern FullThe "faculty" lessons arepayer's double.
ing off. Niekro beat the Cincinn- George Mittervrald's two-run
ati Reds, 12-2, Thursday night for
double highlighted a six-run first
his 15th victory of the season, inning as the Twins beat the White
the
tops in the majors, and put
Sox for their ninth straight vicsecond-place Braves within a half tory.
game of Los Angeles in the Western Division.
Issue Five Walks
A 20-hit Atlanta assault on five
Cincinnati pitchers helped Nie- Chicago
pitchers issued five
kro's cause, and he himself gave walks
in the first and Mitterit a slight nudge in the third
wald contributed his key double..
inning with a two-run single.
Harmon Killebrew led off the
San Francisco edged Los Angsecond inning with his 28th homer
eles, 14-13, St. Louis routedPhilof the season.
alelphia, 11-3, and Montreal nippWillie Horton belted a threeed Pittsburgh, 5-4, in the only
rue homer in the first inning
other scheduled National League
and Dennis Higgins wild pitched
games.
across the eventual winning run
in the eighth as the Tigers nippHomer Caps Slugfest
ed the Senators.
Horton's homer, his 11th, came
Bob Bur's three-run homer
after Jim Northrup and Norm
in the seventh inning capped'
Cash walked. Northrup and Cash
wild Giant - Dodger slugfest.
singled in the eighth and NorthBobby Bonds drove in five runs
rup scored the decisive run on
for the Giants with two homers
iggins' wild pitch.
and a double. Maury Wills and
Sal Bando had five hits and
Wes Parker connected for Los
ove in four runs to power the
Angeles. Ron Hunt drove in four
Athletics over the Pilots. Bancki
runs for San Francisco as Ron
d two doubles and three sinBryant won his second straight
les to back Jim Hunter's six.
decision. .
it pitching. Don Mincher accouJoe Torre celebrated his 29th
ted for the Seattle scoring with
birthday a few hours in advance
homer and a run-producing
with a single, double and homer
le.
No. 15 as St. Louis routed Philadelphia and narrowed its thirdplace margin behind Chicago to
nine games in the Eastern DiviSIGN WITH PACKERS
sion. Mike Shannon and Julian
Javier also homered for the Cariinals and Mike Torrez picked
GREEN BAY, W.UPI-Three
up his fourth win against as rpokies, Ron Skosnik, Larry Agamany losses. Rick Wise lost his janian, and Leon Harden,
signed
eighth game in 14 decisions.
Tuesday with the Green Bay
by
Ty
Back-to-back doubles
Packers. Skosnik is a free agent
Cline and Coco Laboy in the quarterback formerly with
Wheeighth inning produced the winre eling in the Continental League;
.ing run for Montreal after Pitts- Agajanian a defensive tackle
burgh tied the game in the seven- from UCLA; and Harden a deep
th on Willie Stargell's14th homer
ck from the University of Texwith a man on. Kevin Collins -El Paso.
iit the first pinch homer in Montreal history.
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Young And Old
Share Lead
At Philadelphia

,
C7/1
ie)eft1 .
afill

OAKS COUNTRY CLUB
biedal Play Touruament
July 19 - 20

."*A-"..
warMictomesees

National League
East
NO. 1 TEE
r
W. L. Pct. GE'
Chicago
57 36 .613 • 9:30 James Buchanan
New York 51 37 .580 3%
Bill Seals
St. Louis 49 46 .516 9
George Powell
Pittsburgh 45 48 .454 12
38 52 .422 17%
Phila.
9:3'7 Jerry Hopkins
Montreal
29 83 .318 77
Tommy Molaan
West
Mickey Boggess
W. L. Pct. GB
Billy Morton
Los Ang.
52 39 .571
Atlanta
53 41 548
9:44 Hillard Rogers
Sill Fran.
52 41 .559
1
Tim Weaver
Cincinnati 47 40 .540 3
Marshall Gordon
Houston
-----47 .500 3
Ken Adams
San Diego 32 62 340 21%
Thursdays Games
9:51 Macon Blankenship
San Francisco 14 Los Ang 13
Paul Ragsdale
Montreal 5 Pittsburgh 4
Purdom Lovett
Atlanta 12 Cincinnati 2
Max Walker
St. Louis 11 Phila 3
Only games scheduled
9:58 Paul Dailey
Today's Probable Pitchers
Joe Emerson
All ..Times EDT.
Jerry Grogan
New York, Koosman 7-5 at
Jr. Compton
Montreal, Robertson 2-7, 8:05
p. m.
10:05 Mitchell Story
Chicago, Holtzman 11-5 at
John White
Philadelphia, Fryman 8-6, 7:35
Chester Thomas
p. m.
Jim White
St. Louie, Gilman 11-7 at
Pittsburgh, Ellis 5-10, 8:05 p.
10:12 Bobby Fike
San Diego, Santorini 4-8 and
Graves Morris
Niekro 4-6 at Atlanta, Stone 9Bob Brown
3 and Britton 3-1, 2. 6:05 p. in.
Jim Buchanan
Houston, Griffin-134-g aucinnati, Arrigo 0-1, 8:05 p.
NO. 10 TEE
I.Ars Angeles, Singer 12-7 at
San Francisco, McCormick 6-4,
9:30 Art Lee
11 p. in.
James Ward
Saturday's Games
Clyde Roberts
Chicago at Phila 2, e.venight
New York at Montreal
9:37 Jack Keene
St. Louis at Pitts, night
Don Grogan
San Diego at Atlanta, night
Jim Bryan
Houston at Cincinnati
Fred Pogue
Los Ang at San Fran

•

PHILADELPHIA UPI - A veteran pro and a young former
amateur great shared a onestrike lead going into today's
second round of the $150,000
Philadelphia Golf Classic.
Frank Boynton, a ebullient 32year-old pro from Cleveland,and
Bob Dickson, a quiet 25-year-old
former U. S. and British amateur
champion, fired five-under-par
67s in sweltering weather Thursday during the opening of the 72hole tourney at the Whitemarsh
Valley Country Club.
Their similar rounds of five
birdies and no bogies gave them
the slim lead over Mac McLendon, Dale Douglass, New Zealand's Bob Charles and Lou Graham, who were bunched at 68.
Two strokes off the pace were
,Joel Goldstrand, Bunky Henry
Ray Floyd, Bob Stone, Babe Hiskey, Deane Semen and Tommy
Jacobs.
Former U. S. Open champion
Lee Trevino was among seven
at 70, Don January and Chi Chi
Rodriguez were in a crowd at

9:44 Joe McDougal
American League
, Dan Edwards
East
Barry Thomas
W. L. Pct. GB
T. C. Collie
Baltimore
65 28 .899
Detroit
49 40 .551 14
9:51 Ronnie Ragsdale
Boston
51 42 .548 14
Howie Crittenden
Wash.
.50 47 .515 17
Ted Lawson
New York---411-61- .457
Ronnie Danner
Cleve.
97 58 .398 28
Wast
9:58 M. C. Garrott
W. L. Pct. GB
Bill Read
Minn.
57 35 .620
Rudell Parks
Oakliuid
50 38 .568 5
Kan City
J. P. Parker
39 53 424 18
Seattle
38 53 418 18%
Chicago
38 54 413 19
10:05 Ken Harrell
Calif.
35 55 .389 21
Roy Cothran
Thursdays Games
Karl Hussung
Boston at New York, ppd., rain
Detroit 4 Washington 3
Baltimore 3 Cleveland 2
Minnesota 8 Chicago 5
Oakland 8 Seattle 2
ALOU RECOVERS
Only games scheduled
Today's Probable Pitchers
All Times EDT
HOUSTON UPI - Outfielder
Oakland, Dobson 10-7 at Cali- Jesus Alou of the Houston Asfornia, McGlothlin 4-9, 11 p. m. tros has completely recovered
Minnesota, Miller 2-2 and from head injuries suffered in
CINCINNATI UPI - GilHodges, Boswell 11-8, at Seattle, Segui a collision here June 10 with
8-4 and Talbot 4-3, Z 9 p. m. teammate Hector Torres in a
manager of the New York Mets,
Kansas City, Bunker 7-7 at
game against Pittsburgh.
was named Wednesday an "honoChicago, Nyman 2-3, 8:30 p. in.
Alou, available for action
rary" coach for the National
Detroit, Sparma 5-7 at CleveCincinnati arrives tonight for a
League All-Star team by league land, Tiant
8-10, 7:45 p. m.
four-game series, incurred a frPresident Warren G. Giles. Joe
Washington, Shellenhack 2-4
actured jaw and a severe conCronin, president of the Ameri- at New York, Downing
1-3, 8
CUSSIOD in the mishap.
can League, made a similar app- p. m.
ointment for Ted Williams, man- Baltimore, Leonard 6-2 at
ager of the Washington Senators. Boston, Jarvis 4-5, 7:30 p. m.
CONDUCT CAMP
Saturday's Games
Jake Gibbs, New York Yan- Oakland at California
kees catcher, was an All-Ameri- Minn at Seattle, night
NEW YORK UPI - The !\ew
can quarterback at the Univer- Kan City at Chicago
York Knickerbockers annoum ed
Detroit at Cleveland
sity of Mississippi.
Wash at N. Y., 2, twi-night
Wednesday they will again onHalt at Boston, night
duct their training camp at the
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
state University of New Yori, at
Farmingdale, Long Island.
UOUU 09M MPG,
Coach Red Holzman said rookMMUU CUM Unma
ies will report Sept. 11 and vi teOQUEWEI SOMVUB
rans on Sept. 15.
mum
OMMEIN

American Lesvos
By JOE CARNICELLI
UPI Sports Writer
It's that kind of a year for
Dave McNally....he can do no
wrong.
McNally, Baltimore's unbeaten left-hander, seemed destined
for his first loss of the season
Thursday night after 13 consecutive victories. He trailed the
Cleveland Indians, 2-1. when he

6:30 p. m.
GRAVES CO.

•

6:30

July 21
PADUCAH(AM)
8:00 p. in.
MARSHALL CO.

7:30 p. in.
July 24

July 23

FULTON
6:30 p. in.
FT. CAMPBELL

8:00 p.

July 22
MURRAY

Little League Tournament at Murray

800 p. in.
PADUCAH(Nat)

TRENTON ZOO

TRENTON, N. J. UPI - A 38car field headed by Bobby Unser
and Mario Andretti compete Saturday in the Trenton ZOO auto
race. Unser won the Indianapolis 500 last year and Andretti
captured that classic last May
30.

71.
Defending champion Bob Murphy had a par-72 as did PGA
champion Julius Boros, Frank
Beard and 1967 classic champion Dan Sikes.

Eight Little League teams will
start playing for the championship Monday, July 21, at 6:30p.
in. In the Little League Tournament at Murray.
Paducah So. will open play
when they meet Graves County
at 6:30 p. in. Monday, July 21;
the second gi me will be Paducah Am. vs. Marshall County at 8 p. m. At 6:30 on July
23 the winners meet in semi
finals.
Tuesday, July 22, at 6:30 p.
in. will see Fulton playing Ft.
Campbell; -second game will be
at
p. m. when Murray meets
Paducah Nat. On July 23 the
winners will meet at 8 p. in.
for the semi finals.

LADIES GOLF

CHICAGO UPI - The quarterfinals and semifinal rounds of
the Women's Western Amateur
golf championship will be played
today after wet grounds forced
postponement of Thursday's action. The 36-hole final is scheduled for Saturday.
NEWCOMBE FIRST-SEEDED-

MILWAUKEE UPI - John new.
combo of Australia was seeded
first for a three-day professional
tennis tournament that gets under
way today. The winner earns$2,000.

SUMMER CLEARANCE
COME AT A GALLOP
to this

We appreciate the tremendous response to our First Anniversary Sale.
To make room for the greatest lineup of Fall Merchandise that Murray
has ever seen, we are having a final summer clearance.

SUITS

SUITS
Regular

SUITS

160.00 to'75.00

Two for the Price of One!!
uy one at regular price... Get a second suit FREE!
Bring a friend

and

share the savings.

Savings of 40% and More on
DRESS SHIRTS

SLACKS

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 -Carpenter's
tool
4 Banter
(slang)
8 Remainder
12 Tune gone
by
13 Twotoed
sloth
14.Great Lake
15-Ventilate
16-End
18 Baker's
products
20 Related
21-Note of scale
22 Preposition
23 Gre•eland
sedtlement
27,Dance
step
29 Armed
conflict
30 Delineate
' Contunct ton
32 PUice
',need
34 • Babylonian deity
35.Boundary
37 Metal
38 Skill
39 Prepare for
print
40 Outfit
SI Indefinite
article
12 Mountains of
Europe
44 Stay
47-Sieves
Si -Males
52-Tense
53-Ged of love
54 Emmet
411817tverd shelter
56-Slave
SY tausric
substance
DOWN
1 District in
Ganneny
2 Exchange
premstm

3-Globes
4-Sticks out
5-Unit
6-Tailor
7,Mood
8 Grres
9 Period of time
10 Pose for portrait
11 Golf mound
17 Pref., not
19 Behold
22-Obese
24 Symbol for
tantalum
25 Genus of maples
26-Warm
27juropean
28 Dry
29-Damp
30 Sunburn
32-Locate
33 Toupee
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UMW NROMM ralu
mo
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00
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36-Note of scale
45-Contradict
37-Masonic
46-Heraldnr
. 'tilted
d99k0000r3
38-Beast
'
47-Music: as written
40-Hindu queen
48-Hindu cymbals
41 Hebrew month
49-Regret
43-A state (abbr.)
50-King Arthur's
44-The cisme
lents
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Softball Team
Is Having A
Good Season

Tau Phi Lambda Sorority, Omicron Alpha chapter of the Woodmen of the World, has entered
the second season in representing Murray in slow pitch softball.
Getting off to a fast start
May 26, TLP played Pat's Shoe
Outlet at Farmington with TLP
winner as the score was 19 to
15.
The second game was played
in Murray with the Wranglers
Riding Club on June 11 with TPL
winning 29 to 28.
On June 25 the TPL team played a doubleheader against the
Wranglers at Murray with TPL
being victorious both games. Thescores were 13 to 10 and 18 to 4.
Traveling to Farmington June
30 the TPL team suffered its
first loss to Pat's Shoe outlet
with the score 14-12 in nine Malign of play.
On July 11 TPL suffered its
second loss to Rodgers General
ire at Farmington with the sm.

—
re 22 to 1.
Coaching the sorority team is
Tommy Carrico andGene Woods.
Team members are CarolynSexton, Linda Waugh, Glenda Smith,
Jean Richardson, Patti Burkett,
Jeanie Lunt, Susan Nanny, Judy
Rickman, Sue Stone, Jo Ann Wtiods, Lana Woods, Diane Hendries
ks, Lee Ann Allmon, Wilma Eubanks, Mary Beth Carrico, Becky Edwards, and Sylvia Carrico.

SPORT COATS

KNIT SHIRTS

SHOES

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING —
Open Daily 9:00 to 5:30

BurkinglIam lattg,
Murray,Kentucky

iXtieland Center

by Ernie Busbmiller

Nancy
H EY---DOWL.
PICK THAT—
FLOWER

JACKS
GYM

HOOP'?
MOTEL

BEACH
CLUB
inietemeitint
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Mrs. W. S. Hopson
Honored At Tea At
The Holiday Inn

mtaidt,

r

PERSONALS

Patient sues
can he collect.
AbIgail Van Buren

Bridal Couple Is
Honored At Party

Patricia Evans Is
Presiding Officer
t Rainbow Meet

•.•
Reunion Of Grant
Family Now At
The Austin Home

Tips on Shipping
Yule Cookies

FASHIONETTES

COLLEGE CLEANERS

• ••

14/1 Olive Blvd.
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Phone 753-3352
Truly Fine Cleaning

• *As Copeland?' desiving for
Patullo-Jo Copeland, uses
touches of satin, jewels, belts of
silver and gold on afternoon
dresses arid costumes for fall and
winter.

We Have'
-Trtt COWL
Mat(A)o.41.
—Dictuto.44.41.1

COOK'S JEWELRY
A09 West Main

*

ft STIAN SCIENC'

HAZEL CAFE

_
Farmer Ave. at N. 17th St.
'Murray, Kentucky
Sunday at 11:00 a.m. and
Wednesday at 0:00 p.m.

NOW SERVING
FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH * •
* COUNTRY HAMA STEAKS*

WELCOME—

The Bible Speaks to Y
Steffen WPM • /NO KC'
t 8:13 a
Swede

Executive Shirt Service *

'62 CADILLAC Sedan DeVille. Ruff & ready!
'02 CHEV1ROLET 4-Door. 6-cylinder, straight
stick.

SUMMLK ILLARANIA
SALE
GOOD SELECTION OF NEW CARS

SERVICES

— ALL

PA

Miss Walker-Mr. Paschall
Marry In Fulton, Kentucky

Mrs. William Steele Hopson,
Before an altar embanked sies anti ivy.
June 14th bride, was honored
balls, jade and
fern
with
lied
with a tea held in the
The groom's boutonniere wa:
in profusion,
Room of the Holiday Inn on En- merald greener
phaelanoosis orchid.
a
Miss Susan Walker and Mr.
ay. June 20.
Mr. Dalton Wheatley of Paris
The gracious hostesses for Ricahrd Lee Paschall exchanged l-enn., attended his brother-ineir eedding on in the prethe occasion were Mrs. Cote
Law as best man. Groomsmen
nee of a large assemblage were. It John Mundy of Lynchman J. McDevitt, Mrs. A. Dougthe
at
Hart,
and
relatices
las Wallace, Mrs. James C.
burg, Va., Jimmy Milligan of
First I nited Methodist Church Trenton, Tenn., Bobby Jelks of
and Mrs. Conrad H. Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Fulton Young
The honoree chose to wear in Fulton.
Pulaski, Tenn., Garry Smith of
and childrerhethe Sam Dougher- from her treausseau 3 sleeve- The cc edding eereinon cc as
Puryear, Teiui., and Mike Carty
tys of Tullahoma. Tenn., are less aqua floral silk dress with performed at fee o'clock in
of Gross Point Farms, Mich.
spending this weekend with fri- matching accessories and a gift the afternoon on Saturday. June Their boutonnieres were white
ends, the Paul Watson family in orsage of mixed garden flow
21. he Dr. \la\ Strang of rosebuds.
Greenville, Miss. The Youngs ere
Mrs. Walker, mother of the
Demonist. lleorgla. the' pridr'e
lived
in
formerly
Greeneville
The beautifully appointed tea former pastor in Dehielee.. Iowa. bride, wore a formal gown- of
and have been close friends of table seas covered with an imVacado green Alencon lace over
assisted by Rec. t.;eorge Comes.
the Watsons for thirty years.
a lighter shade of green taffeta.
cloth pip.tor of t'ie Fulton chureli.
cutwork
linen
white
By
ported
•e •
The bodice was designed in a
and was centered with a gotTwo seven-oranched candela- striking cape fashion. Her formal
Edward
Lenice
Fisk
of
Murkids
six
garden
after
that
of
decided
geous arrangement
DEAR ABBY:sThe wife and I
ra and two arn Arrangements hat was of -profile design, fashray has been dismissed from
flowers in a silver Revtre boel 3f white e.ladioli aed majestic
[all boys!! we didn't want any more, so I went to the doc and
ioned of green flowers, with a
the Western Baptist Hospital,
flanked by a silver four branch- ialSle3 formed an imeressive touch ofcomplemetsting hues.Her
he did what is called a "vasectomy" on me. It's a minor
Paducah.
burnwhite
with
ed candelabra
eteiree for the ,r i.ct.il p.lrtv. Add, accessories matched her dress
operation which he performed right in his office.
ing tapers.
ng to 4he nuptial aeletiansueut, and she wore a phaelanopsts
Three months later the wife turns up pregnant! We
Punch, dainty party sand wo fern liens of jade and e mer3Id orchid.
couldn't believe it, but it was true.
and cookies were serv
ere placed strategieaily at the
wiches,
Mrs. Paschall, mother of the
I went back to that doc and what I told him you couldn't
-Iner
hoir loft we
ed from silver appointments.
groom, wore a blue -brocaded
enough
sure
and
me
on
tests
some
ran
with
He
813
put in the paper.
Mr and Mrs. Gary Crum,
d ma;nolia foliage. tied
Guests called between the
silk A -line dress, with accessatin ',ow. piacei at the sories to match, and compleCollege Court, Murray, are the ours of three and five o'clock
his operation didn't "take," so where does that leave me?
foe( of the, altar. Each of the menting ornament of costume
parents of a daughter, Vena in the afternoon.
When he gave me that operation he didn't say "Maybe."
reserved pews was marked with Jewell-). She also wore a phaeianU'S
Romelle, weighing nine pounds
Now he tells me that it is highly unlikely that this, kind of
3
.
iv\ and satin bows,
Tuesday,
on
born
ounce,
opals orchid.
one
the
sue
I
Can
impossible.
operation will "fail"—but it is not
pathwac of floral 'beauty fa the
a.m.
10:38
at
Immediately following the cer15,
July
SEEING RED
doctor?
bridal party and friends.
The new father is a graduate
emony, a reception was given
Miss Walker is the daughter be the bride's mother at the
student at Murray State Uni- Miss Jan Jones and Billy WilDEAR SEEING: Of course you can sue the doctor, but
o f Mrs. Kay %hiker of Fulton
versity.
whether you can collect is another question. In the
son whose marriage will be an and Mr. Jess Walker of Hunts- Fulton Country Club.
d
n
a
The bride's table held a threeMr.
are
Grandparents
event of August 17 were the ville, Ala')a.na. Mr. Paschall is
meantime, think pink, and pray for a girl.
Mrs. C. R. Crum and Mr. and honored guests at a party held the son of Mrs. Cail Paschall tiered wedding cake. On each
Mrs. Dale Karsner, all of Card- by Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hutson on and the late Mr. Paschall of side was a single tall white
candle in a silver holder and
DEAR ABBY: I am 17 and very much in love with a
ington, Ohio.
their houseboat on Sunday af- Paris, Tennessee.
in back of this was a large ar•••
wonderful guy. There is only one thing wrong with him. When
ternoon, July 13.
A program of nuptial music rangement of flowers. The punch
he makes a date with me I can never be sure if he will keep
their
Hutson,
Parties
Mrs.
r
Mr. and
gas presented by Mrs. Stephen taole was sirnilarl decorated.
it or not. He has stood me up about half the time, but when
Make puffed wheat patties daughter, Ada Sue, and san. Finch, organist, of Memphis. Her
Amcng the out-of-town guests
we
and
start
him
parties.
I
he starts explaining the reasons, forgive
for children's holiday
Danny, welcomed aboard the outstanding talent was evident were Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
in again where we left off.
Heat 6 cups of puffed wheat in five couples and the honored n the presentation of -Prelude Allen, Mrs. Hue), Williams and
31 YEARS OF BLINDNESS ENDS -Ralph Voelker, 48, is una shallow pan in a preheated couple to the houseboat, "Vh and Fugue in F Mailbr," -Be children, Julie and Don, of New
derstandably gleeful as he sees his family for the first time
He's a real neat kid, Abby. Is there some way I can get
350 degree oven about 10 min- Huh".
in. Pittsburgh. Voelker was blind for 31 years, until an
Thou With Men," and "Jesu.t. Orleans, La., Mr. and Mrs. Arhim to quit standing me up? If it weren't for that, he'd be
utes. Pour into large greased Swimming, skiing, and boat oy of Man Desiring," all
one
-in
eye.
Sight
restored
his
nold Fladoos of Dubuque, Iowa;
operation,
45th,
WENDY
.perfect.
bowl. Melt a 1-pound package riding were enjoyed on beauti- Bach, "The Farewell Theme" Mrs. 'fhomas Small's:400d ofililtof caramels and 1,4 cup of wa- ful Kentucky Lake.
••
from Romeo and Juliet, both bc waukee, Mr. and Mrs:Iformen
DEAR WENDY: That. one "imperfection" is probably
ter over low heat, stirring fre- Dinner was served and the Nina Rote, "Trumpters Tune," T. Bainbridge and Mr. Jim Bainat 2:30 p.m.
_Oa oust revealing else Is your Wyk/esti character. in
Members present were De- quently until smooth. Pow honored couple was presented by Purcell, "Morning!?-10-Greig, bridge of,Dubuque, Iowa; Icir, and
no good. If-a man'i wordls ae/NiLlike is nothing.Kalberer, Angela Beane, over cereal, stirring to coa with a lovely wedding gift from and "0, Perfect Love," by Bar- Mrs. Robert Walker of Waterloo,
nise
And a girl who gets herself Involved with • guy like that is t
with
baby. The traditional wedding Iowa; Mr. and Mrs. Dale Happ
Connie Nicctun, Barbie Keel, evenly. Dampen hands
A
he hostess.
headed for misery. The word from here is "lose him."
candy
to
shape
for
and
water
marches were urd.
of Fort Dodge,Iowa; Mr.and Mrs.
Barbara
Evans,
Sledd,
Patricia
19
OrMurray Assembly No.
36 small balls. Flatten balls
The bride, given in mar Jim my Burns of Union City,
Tresa
LinCook,
McCord,
Paula
der of the Rainbow for Girls
form 1 11 inch patties. Spree
rlace by her brother, Mr. Tenn.; Mr. Stephen Finch of
DEAR ABBY: I have a friend, a kind and helpful soul,
held its regular meeting on da Showman, Marilyn Lasater, with melted semi-sweet choco
Michael Walker of San Juan, Memphis, Tenn.; Mr. Lindell
Paulette
Boyd,
MarkoDonna
with whom I avoid dialog because she concludes every
o'at
15,
seven
July
Tuesday,
Puerto Rico, wore a floor length Greer of Jefferson City, Mo.;
pieces and sprinkle wi
late
sentence with, "Ya' know what I meafirithis irritates me
clock in the evening at the Ma- 'vich, Lisa Robertson, Irene chopped nutmeats. Refrigerate
white silk organdy gown over Mrs. Bobby Jelks of Pulaski,
Futrell, Betsy Riley, end Mrs. Makes 3 dozen.
no end.
sonic Hall
peau de sole, with appliqued Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Archie Simgrandchiland
children
The
I feel that she expects an answer, so I find myself
Miss Patricia Evans, record- Frances Churchill, mother adFrench lace bodice, decorated mons, Miss Celia Simmons and
J.
visor.
dren of the late Mr. and Mrs.
with seed pearls, and scalloped Mrs. It L.. Oiikley of Murray,
er, read the minutes.
nodding my head like a mechanical toy and going, "Uh huh,"
• ••
D Grant, 102 South 15th Street,
Those introduced and wellike a stuck phonograph record. Your help is desperately
Ky. and Mr. and Mts.Zeonard
are all together in Murray for neckline and hemline. The lace
eomed were Miss Barbie Keel,
needed. [Abby, are you old enough to know what a
Mrs. Clyde Lyell, Mrs.
Stuber,
the
years.
of
extended down the front
the first time in nineteen
Grand Christian flag bearer;
WOUND UP AND WEARY
phonograph is?]
the bottom Dalton Wheatley .and Rieke.
Mr.
bordered
of
and
guests
gown
the
are
They
Miss Patricia Evans, grancL reand Mrs. Jack Austin (Dean of the A-line skirt. Her ions Wheatley of Paris, Tenn.
DEAR WOUND UP: You bet I'm old enough to know
presentative to California; Miss
Grant) and children, Douglas train was also appliqued with
Marilyn Lasater, grand repre- AMES, Iowa, (UPI)—Phyllis
what a phonograph is—or are you giving me the needle? We
Grant, at the honieplace, ace. A cluster of petal pearls One, two arid three pound
and
sentative to Texas; Miss Joyce Olson. extension nutritionist at
all have our idiosyncrasies, so don't avoid this kind and
and lace held her bouffant veil
15th Street.
South
102
Winchester, past grand repre- Iowa State University has these
of silk Mutton. Her bouquet was size plastic coffee lids are great
helpful soul because of hers. Develop a resistance to her
Grant
Perry
are
Others here
sentative to Vermont; Miss Bet- hints on packing and shipping
a cascade arrangement of phae- holiday decoration material
"question," -to which she probably expects no reply. [Ye'
of West Covina, California, Mr. lanopsis orchids, lemon leaf and Use only the rims by cutting
sy Riley, past grand representa- homemade Christmas cookies.
know what I mean?]
and Mrs. Terry Grant and chil- ivy.
out the center with a razor
tive to South Dakota; Miss Don- Bars and drop cookies work
dren, Larry, Linda, David, and
na Boyd, past grand representa- better than thin, crisp or fanMrs, Michael Walker of San blade or scissors. Spray with
Danna, of Costa Mesa, Califor- Juan, Puerto Rico, sister-in-law gold paint, wind with yarn, or
DEAR ABBY: Every time I hear some ninny say
tive to Colorado; Miss Lynnda cy roll cookies, she advises.
nia, Mrs. Kelly Fitzgerald (Gene of the bride, was mercn of home- trim with lace. Rims can be
Robertson, past grand choir Don't cut bar cookies before
"CONGRATULATIONS" to a girl who has become engaged
Frances Grant) of Kansas City, Brld-smaids were Miss Jacque used in various ways, says Namember and a member of sending them — they're apt to
or married I want to scream.
Mo., Mrs. William Barfield (Vir- Fladoos of Dubuque, Iowa, Miss tional Family Opinion Inc..
Gleason Assembly No. 101, Glee- to dry up and crack easily. She
Don't they know that it is not proper to congratulate the
ginia Grant) of Richlenci, Ga., Sandy Woodward of Peoria, Illi- which passes along the decorsuggests that the sender should
eon, Tenn.
girl—they are supposed to congratulate the MAN, and wish
try to cut one large sheet of
and Mr. and Mrs. Max Chur- nois, and Mrs. Lindell Greer ating tip. Use three sizes, tied
BetOther
visitors
were
Mrs.
the girl luck?
chill, Jr., and children, Max of Jefferson City, Missouri.Jun- together and suspended.
ty Robertson, Cuba Chapter No bars to fit her packing box exA bauble or fancy bird can
Please put this in your column, Abby. I'm sure a lot of
actly.
Steve, Terry, Beth, Deborah, ior bridesmaid was Miss Candy
III,
and
Mrs.
Lillian Robertson
519.
be attached to the inside of
bride,
and
the
people could use the information. PROPER IN TAMPA
sister
of
Walker,
Wrap
each
sheet
individualIll.
Belleville,
and David, of
George Williams of Murray Star
ly and layer with cardboard
•••
Miss Vicki Wheatley of Paris another and a tassle hung from'
Chapter 433 Order of the East- for
DEAR PROPER: True, one congratulates the man and
Tenn., niece of the groom was the lower rim. Use to decorate
protection, Miss Olson says.
Star.
ern
wishes the girl luck. Altho in many instances, it's the girl
flower girl. The ring bearer was doorways, fireplaces, or to
Enclose a plastic knife for cutPlans were completed for the ting.
Joey Griffith of Fulton, cousin frame windows.
who deserves the congratulations and the man who needs
• • •
School of Instruction and Inof the bride.
To pack drop cookies, place
the luck.
Another decorating idea
spection to be held on Saturday, them back to back, wrap in foil
The attendants' gowns were of
August 2 Mrs. Lorraine Payne, or plastic wrap and line them
floor-length soft pink Jakarta from National Family Opinion:
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
and supreme in- up, standing on end, in a foil,
hope
supreme
with empire bodices, Chinese
reply write to Abby. Box 65700, Los Angeles, Cal W065,old
vector in Kentucky, will con- plastic wrap or waxpaper-lined
necklines and detacha5le panels
Children enjoy making gifts
enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
which fell to the hemline. The by decorating old vases, botduct the school of instruction box.
••
at one p.m. A potluck supper
tles, or boxes with macaroni
By United Press International
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Ages Waist to
accent& bought in various shapes, such
will be served at six p.m. and Says It
The Original& fashion di:iss and trains weredaisiei
Knew," sead $1 to Abby, Box 19704, Las Angeles, CaL MM.
white appliqued
as twists or shells. Glue, spray
With Flowers
the inspection will follow.
collection for tall [sauna an ikith
Their bouquets were cascade ar•
FLAT RIVER, Mo. (UPI)
Miss Rosetta Robertson, grand
important group of lightweight rengements of Marguerite dae with paint and sprinkle with
glitter.
- ••
worthy advisor, wfll also make Each of the 37 women operators
unlined melton coats in brilliant
p.m. Hosts are Paul Dailey, Jr., her official visit at the even- on duty at Southwestern Bell
shades. Shaped coats in the
Don Henry, and Robert G. Jeff- ing meeting on August 2
Telephone Company's Flat River
collection have wide leather
rey.
The Murray girls will prac- office received an orchid from
belts. Some coats had Edwardian
• ••
tice on Tuesday, July 29, at six an anonymous admirer who said
collars and deep guantiet cuffs.
Saturday, July 11
service.
on
p.m.
and
Friday,
August
1,
good
he appreciated the
For the necklines, bright and
Friday, July 111
An Hawaiian Luau will be
The Wranglers Riding Club held at the
•
beautiful long over-size satr&
Calloway County
• will ride at seven p.m. at the Country Club at
wrapped the new coat look in
7:30 p.m. with
am/a
ring located on Highway 94
accent colors_
transmission,
Automatic
Polynesian food by House of
GTO.
PONTIAC
VS
' East. Special events will be Grace and
music by Jack Stalpower steering, low mileage. Slick as a
*5*
held and the public is invited
cup. Make reservations by noon
to attend.
mole!
'on July 17 with Messrs and
•••
With more inan '25 per cent
Mesdames
Gaylord
Forrest,
'OS CADILLAC Eldorado 2-Dr..HardtOp. Poet,of his collection dedicated to
A picnic honoring Mr. and
James C. Hart, John Irvan, EuNieman,
pants suits, Murray
er & air, vinyl roof. She's a young man's
Mrs. Bobby Taylor will be held
gene Flood, or Stanford Hendes/ping for Hannah Troy Inc.,
dream car!
by the Woman's Missionary Sorickson.
ciety of the Sinking Springs
BAD NEWS FROM HOME - showed these looks: a cite highly
• ••
417 PONTIAC Catalina 4-Dr. Sedan. Double
polished jscquard leather jacket
Baptist Church at the City
Shocked by the news that
July
Sunday,
20
power. Sharp as a brier!
Park at 7:30 p.m.
her country is in an unde- over mock turtle neck tunic and
Open house will be held at
• ••
and
brown
of
clared war with El Salvador, tailored trousers
VS OLDSMOBILE 98 2-Dr. Hardtop. Power
Stag Night will be held at the old Calloway County Court
white tweed; evening pants with
Viena Paredes, "Miss HonHouse
from
two
to
Five
p.m.
and air, vinyl roof.
the Oaks Country Club at 7:33
a floor length shirtwaist opened
duras" in the "Miss Universe
•••
Pageant" in Miami Beach, In a way to show the punts in a
VS FORD Mustang Convertible. 6-cylinder,
Mr. and Mrs Jessie Key will
checkerboard of pewter and gold
Fla., gasps, "This is awful."
4-in-the-Floor, wire wheel disks. Hot as
observe their golden wedding
lame brocade gauze.
anniversary with a reception at
a town marshall's pistol!
their home from two to flee
'05 BUICK Electra 2-Door Hardtop. Power
p.m. All relatives and friends
and air. Sharp as a brier!
are invited to attend

I

le

WE'LL SEE WHO'S BOSS There is quite a tussle when mama
--bower elec),kieate- take ernemeeenetrweik- tir Sydney, Ausiereesee
but, as always, mother gets her way.

Private Dining Room (call for reservations)
7 Days a Weak 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
11-1 C. Gatilanerw---- - --•
—

USED CARS NEEDED
-`nomb,

SAMIERS-PORDOM
Authorized Dealers for
Cadillac - Oldsmobile. Pontiac
14116 Main Street--

Phone 753-5315
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AN OUTSTANDING 3-bedroom
brick just listed. This is a spacious, well planned home with
2 bath rooms, 4 walk-in closets
and several other closets and
storage areas. Family room
with a sewing center, kitchen
and breakfast area, formal dinins area. Ofie of the finest
wooded 1% acre lots. Call us
now for an appointment to see
this unusually fine home; owner is leaving town.
Ui
A LARGE tram
apartments
in
gas
each
a separate garage
bea
recently remode/ed.
x 365', located on
UNDER CONSTRUCTION,
well designed interior and exterior 3-bedroom brick with 2
Large bath rooms, fireplace in
the family room, built-in appliances in the kitchen, double
garage plus a storage area, and
a blacktop driveway included.
This home is bargain priced at
$27,000.00. You may select your
own color scheme.
LOCATED near the City Park,
a 2 story, 4-bedroom brick veneer with formal dining room,
recreation room in basement.
Choice lot with large trees.
A 1 year old 3, like
new, in Keeneland Ito vision,
If
extra large .• •
carpet,
ing, central
air, 2
:e storage,
bath
with a privacy
well
bask •
leaving town and
-OE -new -Immediate
posse On.
COLONIAL 3-bedroom brick
with fireplace in the family
room. All appliances in kitchen. Large patio, double garage
and concrete driveway.
NEAR THE B&SU campus, a S.
bedroom brick with larger than
average
bedrooms, exposed
beams in the kitchen and family room. Large swimming pool,
and the back yard is completely enclosed. This house is priced at what the house would be
worth without the pool.
A HOME for tignerge family.
This
has 5 bed.
area, 2
living room,
ink fence with ate included in landA 14 STO Y Slirtiorn older
t
home in
nn
nen.
.
on a beautiful
2
downtown. On/y
118,1i, .1
2 I
from the Murray City
Limits, a fine 56 acre farm,
fenced, with good pasture, and
a large stock barn. Pump and
well. Several beautiful building
sites that could be sold. Price
has been drastically reduced on
this farm. Call now for more
details.
100 ACRES o
e farm land
located 3 Inillth of Murray
on 4'S 841. Excellent
and railroad frontage.
price this one.
OWN YOUR own home for
183.00 per month, including
taxes and insurance. This 3-bedroom house located on Ryan
Avenue is carpeted,
boned, and in a good state of
repair.
A 4-BEDROOM brick almost
completed on Audubon Drive
In Keeneland Subdivision. Tastefully decorated, carpeting and
wax-less vinyl floors, 2 full
baths, attached garage. Very
reasonably priced.
A 3-BED
nflgp
e
story home
Located
uthside Shopping CeLci Formal dining
are a
garage. Lot size
is
x 160'. This is a bargain riced house.
3-BEDROOM brick in Meadow
Lane Subdivision. Drapes, dishwasher, air-conditioned, and
outside storage building. Carport and concrete driveway.
Price has been reduced over
11,000.00.
1TJST LISTED, a bargain priced
3-bedroom brick, 2 baths, carpeting and fireplace. Just $20.500.00. Will trade for a house
near the Campus.
2-11EDRO&It
il
I
if e frame
ckrf
MSU
..11r
ibis bargain today.

it;
' tly sold a
WE HAVE ripen
Large number of properties and
consequently, we are in need
of new listings, especially good
residential property. We have
many exceileot building iota in
desirable locations; several are
wooded. Come by our office at
302 Maple or call us at any
time to &anus your Real Estate
needs. We appreciate your business.

IC
3-5315

Thuu. SWAY, PO* &ALB

11111AL MATZ POR SALE

RIM WATT FOR SALO

We have this beautiful TH.-Level in Kingswood that has
Just about every thing, all carpet and tile, 4-bedrooms.
den, 2 baths, patio, drapes, dishwasher, disposal.
3-bedroom B.V. at 1712 Keenland at $22,000.00.
Central
heat and air, carpet, built-ins. Truly worth the money.
In Kingswood, 3-bedrooms, den, all built-ins, 2 baths, all
carpet, even patio, has outdoor carpet. You can buy this
nice home for $24,750.
Large New Home at 1503 Story Avenue, has carpet, lots
of paneling, all built-ins, large lot, central heat and air.
This house has been reduced to $24,000.00.
One of Murray' most modern 3-bedroom homes on Hermitage Avenue. Lot is 140 x 315. This house has everything you could want in a modern home.
Take • look at this big colonial in Kingswood with the
whitejence and large lot This home is one of Murrays
&mist and the price wilt suprise you.
New 3-bedroom B.V. In Kingswood for the family who
wants a nice home with all carpet and tile, built-ins,
double garage, all the extras. Just $24,500.00.
Unique Design is what you will find in Canterbury when
you see this 3-bedroom, formal dining room, 2 baths,
family room, double garage, carpet and tile. Notice the
kitchen cabinets. Only $31,500.00.
Almost completed. This beautifully designed 4-bedroom
in Canterbury Estates Will make you a delightful home.
4-bedrooms, double garage, fine carpet, formal dining
room, large utility room, double front doors, and one of
the prettiest kitchen and den combination you have ever
seen. Located on Johnson between 17th and 18th Street
South.
At 503 South 7th Street, we hay* this 4-bedroom B.V.
full basement with fire place, built-ins, carpet and tile
and H.W. This house is close to town and the price is
right.
Magnolia Drive In Keenland is this extra nice 4-bedroom
brick with 2 baths and carpeted. One of the best.
On Kirkwood Drive is this large 3-bedroom home with
2 baths. Many extras .nake this a truly deluxe home.
Manion' Drive In Keeneland. A abesiroom, 2 bath home
with all built-ins and every thing you'd need for gesslant
living.
In New Providence, this lovely-Twain brick home with
central heat and air. Carpeted and truly a fine home.
Sha Wa Circle, 3-bedroom brick with central air, double
tame, 2 baths. Price reduced and a real bargain.
Clrcarama In Earl Court, beautiful 3-bedroom stone,
double garage, central heat and air.
Ileatrtiful in Kingswood. The Mac Fitts horn., 3-bedroom brick. Delightfully different.
Bagwell Manor on Guthrie Drive, a real nice 3-bedroom
brick, $22,000.
New Duplex, 2-bedrooms on each side, modern and priced right.
208 South 12th, 4-beefeom brick, dining room, garage,
fireplace, 2 baths. Bargain priced.
712 Main Street, large 15 room frame home. Excellent
condition and good investment property.
Parke Lane Drive, 4-bedroom brick home. Realy worth
the money.
Three-bedroom brick ens South 11th, with income apartment. Reasonable.
Near University, 1406 Poplar, 2-bedroom brick with garage and breezeway.
Story Avenue and Shady tan*, new 2-bedroom brick, 2
baths, central heat and air. Bargain.
Meadow Green Acres. Country living near the city. 3bedroom, family room. Really nice and priced right.
Gatiosborough Eames, lovely new 3-bedroom brick. Beautifully decorated and fully carpeted.
1108 Fairlane Drive in Circarama, 3-bedroom stone,
garage. Fine location. Moderate price.
1603 Belmont, nice 3-bedroom brick. Large family room.
Lame Frame on Miller. Has apartment upstairs renting
for $120.00 per month. Seperate entrance, shady lawn.
307 Elm Street, 3-bedroom frame home on good business
lot.
One mile North on 641, 9 acres and 4-room galiage apartment. Good for developing.
Old 641 North, 3-bedroom frame with basement. $8,000.
Van Cleve Road, nice 2-bedroom frame with garage.
Lynn Grove home on beautiful le acre lot.
121 South, 3-bedroom frame- - Nice.
121 South, 2-bedroom frame. Reasonable.
Nice Business lot with SO x 100 garage building.
Fin* commercial lots in different parts of town.
froerel fens* ef various sizes.
Maple Serb+. Subdivision near Kerslake. Nice large lots.
22 acres adjoining Chandler Park. Suitable for develop•
ing.
SS acres at Coldwater with 3-bedroom modern brick
home and fine outbuildings. Finest land in this county
641 North, near Dexter, 30 &eras and beautiful brick
home. On highway
In Almo, 3-bedroom frame en 1 tiers lot, also 2-bedroom
frame on % acre lot.
In Kiritsey, 34 acres with rrindern 7 room brick home
and shop building.
We have lots of lake property, several cottages, lakefront and lake view lots. Watch for our special on lake
property in Friday's paper.
Beautiful heave in Canterbury, has 3 bedrooms, central
heat and air, double garage, carpet, and all the extras
you could want.
Buy while under construction and you might be better
satisfied. Look at this new 3-bedroom, 2 bath, garage, on
nice lot in Gsteborough Estates.
FOR ALL YOUR Real estate needs come by or call GUY
SPANN REAL ESTATE AGENCY at no West Main, National Hotel Building. Business Phone 753-7724. H-one
Phone: Guy Spann, 753-2587; 1J-wise Baker, 753-2409.
Onyx Ray, 753-8919; Gary Young, 753-8109.
J-21-C

•

FOR RUNT

10' WIDE air-conditioned trailer. Phone 753-2930 after 4:00
p. Ill. Will accept girls. Bran:
don DilL
ITC

FRIDAY -JITLY 18. 1969

&SAL ESTATI FOR SALE
INCOME PROPERTY: A 9.
room frame home with 5 bedrooms, 3 bath rooms. Located
near the Campus and presently
leased for over $3,000 per year.
Large wooded lot.
INCOME PROPERTY: Large
house located on North 16th.,
across from the University. The
house has a good heating system and is in a good state of
repair. This property could
easily be converted into a tri
plea and its large corner lot
offers ample parking space for
renters.

VACANCIES at'Coroatock High
School, Comstock, Michigan
1. Chemistry, physics, electric
ity, combination teacher. 2.
General math and science teacher. 3. Speech, English, Journallam combination teacher. 4. Assistant Band director. Salary
scheduled: BA Degree, $7,200.REAL !STAYS FOR SALE
00 to $11,736.00. MA Degree,
BY OWNER: Three-bedroom $7,776.00 to $13,248.00. If inbrick home on large lot. AU terested, contact Mr. Howard
J. Ewles, Principal, Comstock,
electric, central air and beat.
Michigan 49041.
Keeneland Subdivision. Phone
75$-7525.
August-414
NEW DUPLEX west of college
by owner. 2 bedrooms, living
room, dining-kitchen on both
sides. Also one side has 12 x
25' den, carport, utility and 25'
a 26' patio. Opportunity for
rental property, live in one side
and rent the other, 753-8825.
TFC

THREE-BEDROOM houae with
REALTY& Inauranee4two baths, den, central heat
TIMM
co,
ma maple
street. mum, and air.
Phone 753-3043.
Ky. 7113-4362; Home phones:
H-J-19-C
Donald R. Tucker 753-0030,
Bobby Grogan 753-49711, W. Paid
Dsiley, Jr., 7534702.
H4-21-C

LOOKiNG FOR something different in a medium price and
size home in one of Murray's
choice locations? Drive by 1719
Keeneland Drive or phone 7537424 for appointment.
J-21-C

COUNTRY CLUB
ESTATES

AFFILIATE Wanted By
INTERNATIONAL ORCANIZATIINI
We need a rnan or woman Of A husband
and wife team, who desire to be Independent
dialers allobated with our company, *he
would like to set their own hours and work
from the,, own home or office. full or part-

BUSINESS BUILDING FOR
SALE
buildiaglisasaillable for purehase. Ills one-half
Meek from the court square and measures 66 feet a 108 feet.
Lot is three feet deeper than building.

BARNINGSVNUMOTED DIPENDING
UPON YOUR DRIVE AND INITIATIVE
YOU RIUSt hove a good ‘eputOt,3r
,
3ersonal references and the obFIFty to
make an ',rimer:bate decFsFon Your on vestment os as Utile on 51.440 00 to
$8,640 00 cosh for ,nventory Personal
nterviesv wFth o company representative on Your OrIKI.
Check our company's excellent repu
Melon poor to your,
1 noosnry
For brochure on our company, sencl
your name address and be sure to F-r.
clude your telephone number

ARROVI IITERNATIONAL, INC.
Arrow Building
4507 Lorain Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio 44102

WANTED: someone to stay with
elderly lady and do light housework. Room and board plus salary. Phone 753-3608.
3-18-C

f

This building lends itself to either retail business or may
be remodeled into business or professional offices. Buyer
_may remodel front half of building and rent out back half
for storage.
Building is now occupied. .
Bee or call

Guy Spann Real Estate Agency
at 510 West Main National Hotel Building)
Business Phone 753-7724
Guy Spann, home phone 75:.-2587; Louise Baker, 753-2409;
0133M RAY 163-8919; Gary Young, 753-8109.

. \‘‘x.,\X.X. \\X\xx

FOR SALE
Beautiful 3-Bedroom Home
• 25 x 1ft. Living Room
• 15 x 12 ft. Den with Fireplace
• Carpeted Throughout
• Tappan Electric Kitchen (including
garbage disposal & dishwasher.)
• 28 x 30 ft. Recreation Room in Basement with Sliding Glass Door & Patio.
• Double Garage
• Central Heat & Air Conditioner
2 MILES OUT HIGHWAY 94 EAST IN EAST "Y" SUBDIVISION.
Phone 753-2377
\•%\%.'"%‘\%\‘'‘

N5‘\\%\\5\\\%5\%\\\‘‘N\

seavicas oFFORIBRi

NEW
Wind Insurance
Now Avallaale on

Tobacco
call
The Mw ray
Insurance Agency
_ 716304751

1964 FORD Fairlane station
wagon. Automatic, power steer
Lug. Nice little car. 1963 Chevrolet Impala, four door sedan,
automatic transmission. Cain
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and Main.
J-21-C
1963 FORD Galaxie 500 four
door. sedan. Automatic and
power steering. 1962 Pontiac
Catalina four door hardtop with
air and power. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Main.
.1-21-C

1961 BUICK LaSabre four door
sedan. Local car. 1961 Buick
Special four door sedan. Automatic and power steering. Cain
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn"BELTONE factory fresh hear- er
of 6th and Main.
J-21-C
SPARE TIME INCOME
ing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids, Wallis Dyugs.
1961
FORD
station
wagon,
(man or woman)
H-1TC Country sedan. 1960 Valiant
station wagon. 1965 Chrysler
*lendable person from
New Port four door hardtop
this area to service and colwith air and all power. Cain
lect from new high quality
FOR SALE
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corntype vending machines. No
experience needed. We es- IT'S terrific the way we're sell- er of 6th and Main.
3-21-C
tablish accounts for you. ing Blue Lustre for cleaning
Car, references and $1,260,- rugs and upholstery. Rent elec- 1964 PONTIAC Barmeville four
door hardtop. Blue with black
00 to $4,750.00 cash capital tric _shampooer $1. Big 14
necessary. 6 to 12 hours
4-1SC vinyl roof. Factory air and all
power. 1963 Pontiac Catarina,
weekly. Nets excellent monthly income. Full time more. FIVE MONTHS OLD male Eng- four-door sedan with factory air
For local interview write:
lish Shepherd dog. Will make arid power. Cain and Taylor
Greenbelt Distributors, Inc., a good pet or work dog. Has Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
P. 0. Box 20957
had all puppy shots. All I want Main.
Dallas, Texas 75220
is part of my investment back 1966 PONTIAC
Lentan.s. Red,
(Including telephone number) and good home for this dog. two-door
hardtop with black inJ-18-P Phone 753-7292.
3-18-C terior, bucket seats,
automatic
LARGE USED TENT, 9' x 18'. in floor. Very clean. One owner
car. Phone 489-3512.
Phone 436-2489.
1-18-P
EARN $10,000 to $12,000 your
.1-21-P
first year in $3.5 billion market. ONE BLACK and white enterIfe's
()ray
a
Drunk
This exceptional earning op- tainment center. Call 753-1795
In a non-Gilded Cageportunity can be yours if you're after- 5:30 p. in.
3-19-C
the right woman. Requirements
MANILA (UP11 - Mayor
include a sincere interest in UPRIGHT PIANO in excellent Cesar Cruz of Calumpit.Town,
helping people help themselves, condition, $150.00. 502 South 35 miles north of Manila, has
J-19-C ordered construction of a mo- p
a pleasing personality, and a 16th Street
desire to earn a greet deal of 1967 FRIGIDAIRE air-condition- bile jail resembling a bird cage
money. Car furnished. Call Re- er, 12000 BTU. Excellent con- mounted on a jeep..-trailer for
gion Manager, Mr. Hyde, col- dition. Phone 753-8774
after detaining troublesome drunks
lect anytime for interview, 502- 4:00 p. in.
J-21-C
443-7363.
3-18-P
CARPET PADDING, purchased
too much, will sell reasonable.
WANTED: Man to trim shrubs Call 753-5502 before five
p.
GET RID OS
and trees in yard. Call 753-2561.
J-21-C
J-19-C
PESTS

WANTED: Female, part time
office girl, resident of Murray.
FOR SALE
Apply in person at Bunny Bread
on Saturday after 11:00 a. in. Used & Reconditioned
J-19-C
WANTED: Baby sitter, part
time. References required. Must
be mature person. Phone 7537965.
J-21-C
CARD OF THANKS
Words cannot express our appreciation for the -food, flowers, and most of all for the
kind words of sympathy extended to us during the loss-of
our loved one, Harold Vernon
Hopkins.
A special thanks to 12r. Billy
Hurt, Bro. T. G. Shelton, Bro
Loyd Wilson, and Bro. Leon
Penick.

ROACHES
Carry Germs
SPIDERS
Are Poison
TERMITES
Eat Your Home

AIR
COMPRESSORS
Also New

McCuiston
Auto Electric

Locally owned and operated for 20 years. We can be
reached 24 hours a day.

New Cement Read
Noes 763-3175

1961
CHEVROYET
two-ton
truck, grain bed. In excellen
condition. Ideal farm truck.
Will trade for smaller truck.
Sell cheap. Phone Baxter
brey, 753-5617 or 753-1257.
3-21-C

FOR SALE OR TRADE
WANTED: Yards to e mow. BY OWNER, priced right,
small
Phone 753-7530 any timi after cabon on Kentucky
Lake. Nice
6:00 p. in.
shady lot, electricity, water and
FOR TRIMMING trees and Mr-conditioning. Furnished if
shrubbery, cutting down trees desired. Phone 753-8629 after
May God bless each and
or -Nay-. type power saw wort, 6:00 p. in. or between 6:00 and
everyone of you is our prayer.
spraying shrubbery and lawn 7:00 a. -m.
There are 58 Chinese-langThe family af
work, see or call Jim Prideuage and four English-language
FOR RENT
The
western meadowlark is
Harold V. Hopkins daily newspapers in Hong Kong.
more 436-5889.
the Nebraska state bird.
OFFICE SPACE for rent. Air1TP
conditioned, al utilities furnished. $35.00 per month. Intereeted person should call 7532489.
3-21-C

NICE two-bedroom duplex with
range, disposal, carpet and dishwasher. Phone 753-7550. J-19-C ROOM FOR two girls. rtefrigerator and cooking privila.ges,
50' x 10' HOUSE Trailer. Air- private entrance, air-condition
conditioning. 2Y1 miles from ed and electric heat.
1603 ColMurray. $70 a month rent. lege Farm Road. Phone
753TUCKER REALTY Si Insurance!Phone 753-6E11.
2377.
Co., 502 Maple Street, 1111111.11,
Ky. 7024.142; AMIN P1.101111:
ROOM furnished apartDonald R. Tucker 111111031), ment, private entrance:air-con- P'URN1SHED apartment for colBobby Grope 753-4/7$ty.Pod ditioned. lady ,p,referred. Se lege boys. coil 753-3864 ov-113Dailey, Jr., 751111702.
412 South 0th or call 753- 5108.
114-214 4087.
J-18-C

1968 PONTIAC Catalina fourdoor hardtop with factory air
and double power. Dark green
with black vinyl roof. 1966 Oldsmobile Delta 88, two-door hardtop, automatic
with
double
power. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Station. Corner of 6th and
Main.
J-21-C

THE HAIRDRESSER Beauty
Salon wants to take this opportunity to annonnce a new
stylist has joined our capable
staff. Janice Barrett invites her
1986 PLYMOUTH four-door sefriends to come by or call for
dan. Automatic and power steeran appointment, also to remind
you of our permanent wave ing. 1966 Chevy 11 station waautomatic. Cain and
special. Our permanent waves gon, V-8
will be drastically reduced un- Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
J-21-C
til the end of July. Call 753- 6th and Main.
3530 for your appointment 1965 FORD Falcon four door
Stylists; Wanda Nolln, Pa m sedan. 1965 Buick LaSabre four
Woods, Janice Barrett and Syl- door sedan. Automatic, power
via Carrico.
steering. Local car. Cain and
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
6th and Main.
3-21-C

.AVON: If you need a good Pte.
ady income, but can only work
part-time, sell Avon cosmetics.
Experience unnecessary. Call
753-5539 or write: Mrs. Evelyn
L. Brown, Avon Mgr., Dist. 440, I WILL NOT be
responsible
Shady Grove Road, Marion, Ky. for any debts other
than my
42064.
own, or any disorderly conduct
li-J-18-C made by others. Signed: Elzie
Simmons.
1-19-P

• On 105 ft. Corner Lot

X

J-19-C

WANTED-Saleslady with experience in ladies' ready-towear. Age 25 and up.Write
P. 0. Box 32-S, Murray, Ky.
.1-18-NC

f

TEACHER wants ride to Paducah Tilghman High School, must 1969 OPEL Oaciette station waarrive by 8:00 a. in. Call 753- gon with rack on top. 1.969
4646 after 6:00 p. in.
J-18-NC Buick Wildcat, four-door hardtop with factory air, all power
_.• and vinyl roof. Cain and TayNOTICE
lor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
and Main.
Ray's Barber Shop
1967 CHRYSLER New Yorker
In Hazel
with factory air and all power.
II:00 a. m. to 6:00 p. m.
1968 Buick LaSabre with factory air and power. Cain and
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
-Now Open6th and Main.
J-21-C

(Closed Thursdays)

$3,000
Ctill 753-6977m

ELECIIIOLUX SALES It
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176
Lynnville, Hy.
Augy vt-12-C

Saturdays

process arid service. COMPANY
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNTS Fri retatl outlets
for our tutors under a tested and prover
Pro9ram. Requires no door-to-door selling or
sobcrtation. Our product is demanded Ot
hundreds of millions annually.
YOU V011

a

King alto Lots
200 x 300

WANTED TO RUNT
WANTED: Storage space for
furniture, minimum 9' x 12',
Phone 762-4789.
J-19-1/

X\

NOTK:•

Peanuts®

Call Today For FREE
Inspection
Phone 753-3914
Member Chamber of
Commerce and Builders
Association, LCP-195

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL
Phone 753-3114
Located 1410 Se. 130 St.
H M -5-C

by Charles M. Schulz

94E15LEAVING

CAARLIE
BROWN!

THE STATION WA6ON DO SOME114INVI
IS tfAVING!t?OUIL
NEVER SEE HER AGAIN! - MIN OYER 114ERE!
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TER LEDGER

&

TIMES

—

FIRST STEPS.

America's Manned Space Flights
MERCURY
project
Mercury Redstone 3
'Freedom 7'
Mercury Redstone 4
'Liberty Bell 7'
Mercury Atlas 6
'Friendship 7'
Mercury Atlas 7
'Aurora 7'
Mercury Atlas 8
'Sigma 7'
Mercury Atlas 9
'Faith 7'

D.
May 5, 1961

AstroloomOs
Alan B. Shepard

Timm is Irmo
0:15:22

miles/Revs.
suborbital

July 21, 1961

Virgil I. Grissom

0:1 5:37

suborbital

Feb. 20, 1962

John H. Glenn

4:55:23

3 orbits

May 24, 162

Scott Carpenter

4:56:05

3 orbits

Oct. 3d,. 1962

Wolter M. Schirra

9:1 3.1 1

6 orbits

May 15-16, 1963

L. Gordon Cooper

34:19:49

22 orbits

Ti., is sew:
4:53

orata/Revs.
3 orbits

97:56

62 rove.

190:56

120 revs.

21:51

16 revs.

330:35

206 revs.

10:42

7 revs.

72:21

44 revs.

70:47

43 revs.

71:17

44 revs.

94:35

59 revs.

GEMINI
Projoce
Gemini 3
'Molly Brown'
Gemini 4

Jun* 3-7, 1965

Gemini 5

Aug. 21-29, 1965

Gemini 6

Dec. 15-16, 1965

Gemini 7

Dec. 4-18, 1965

Gemini 8

March 16, 1966

Gemini 9A

June 3-6, 1966

Gemini 10

July 18-21, 196c

Gemini 11

Sept. 1 2-1 5, 1966

Gemini 12

Nov. 1 1-1 5, 1966

Pro*"
Apollo 7

Dole
Oct. 11-22, 1.968

Don
March 23, 1965

Aotrosouto
Grissom and John W.
Young
James A. McDivitt,
Edward H. White Ii
Cooper and Charles
Conrad, Jr.
Schirra and Thomas
P. Stafford
Frank Borman and
James A. Lovell
Neil A. Armstrong and
David R. Scott
Stafford and Eugene
A. C•rnan
John W. Young and
Michael Collins
Conrad and Richard
F. Gordon Jr.
Edwin E. Aide-in Jr.
and Lovell
APOLLO

Apollo 8
Apollo 9
'Gumdrop' and
'Spider'
Apollo 10
'Charlie Brown'
and 'Snoopy'

Aforonoos
Time io Spools
Schirra, Donn Eisele,
260:8:45
Walter Cunningham
Dec. 21-27, 1968
Borman, Lovell and
1 47:00:1 1
William Anders
March 3-13; 1969 ..- McDivitt, Scott and
241:00:53
Russell L. Schweickart
May 18-26, 1969

Stafford, Young and
Cernan
•

Four Rivers SEEN & HEARD . ..
(Continua+ From Paaa One)

(Continued From Page One)-

192:03:23

Purshase Area
Hog Market

meits/eivs.
163 revs.
10 revs.
of moon
151 revs.

31 revs.,
,
of moon

No American
(Continued Front Page One)

predicament. So, U you need
time pouncing on a column of
tinued, and lest year owed $20, some bees, there they are. She
Federal 9tate Market News trucks 55 miles from the city.
100 on operation alone.
Lives on West Main Street.
Service 7-18-69 Kentucky PurWith dive bombers, tanks and
This loan has since been paid
chase Area Hog Market Report helicopter gunships helping, the
off and an attempt is being By the way if you want to write Includes10
Buying Stations.
U.S. 1st Air Cavalry Division
made to get the entire program to N. B. or Marilyn the address Receipts
939 Head, Borrows and troops broke the trap, killing
on a sound financial basis. Camp is Box 562, Osceola, Arkansas Gilts 25 cents
Higher; Sows, eight guerrillas. Headquarters
Pakentuk was sold to the Catho- 72370.
Steady.
said nine Americans were
lic church and the funds from
US 2-3 200-2143 lbs 326.00-23.50, wounded and their trucks sufthis sale were used to retire At the Scout meeting last night
Few 1-2 $213.75; fered light damage before pro
endebtedneas of the Council.
Robert end David Waters, both US 2-4 190-240 Um $15.30-1111.00: ceeding on to Quan Loi, their
Dr. Woods told the group Eagle Scouts, led the meeting US 2-4 230-280 NI
$25.00-25.50; destination.
that the Council was **eking to in the Pledge to the Flag. ,
US 34 mo-no lbs $24.50-25.00,
The ambushes and Thursday's
reach 58,000 boys in the area
SOWS:
discovery of 19 tons of hidden
and "the only way we can reach George Griffin of Big K was at US 12 270-350 the
$21.00-I2.00, food and arms in Saigon's outer
et is with your help".
Few $23.00; defense ring appeared to conthe meeting.
He pointed out that no Scouts
US 1-3 300-550 lbs $20.25-21.00: firm Allied intelligence reports
are found in the penitentiary Meg* driveway paving going on US 2-3 450-650 'be
31925-2025 that the Communists are buildand that the program builds than we have seen for some
ing up in that area.
good citizens. He is seeking a time. Bobby Grogan and Ken
As the lull in battle pushed
$70,000 budget for the Council. Harrell just got their's paved.
ard its fifth week, another
"I do not intend to preside over It is good to have asphalt drivebattalion
of U.S. 9th Division
Four
liquidation
of
the
the
ways sealed against water, oil
'nfantrymen
was
boarding
Rivers Council of the Boy Scouts and gasoline.
of America", he continued.
i‘ontinued,Frern Page One) io lanes for the trip home.
The 750 troopers began the
He concluded his talk by ask- Mowing the other day and a
Pearl heist) of Hazel Route One; trip after breakfast at Bien
ing for the help of those pre- huge green Katydid was struggone son, Carlis Kelso of Easel I
north of Saigon, bringing
sent.
ling along in the grass. We
at least 6,000 The number of
Other speakers included Tom- moved him out to where we had Route One; two stepdaughters,
my Breidert, Life Scout from already mowed. Also had to Mrs. Annie Lee Cooper and Is withdrawn under President
Paducah, who told how scouting chase a big Toed over into the Mrs. Clara Trees, both of Mur- lion's plain to pull out 25,000
had helped him and how it newly mown area. He would on- ray Route Four; five grandchil- en by September.
dren; one great grandchild.
Gen. Earle G. Wheeler, in his
helps youth to take advantage
ly jump about two jumps each
Funeral services will be held
•nd full day in Vietnam toif opportunity; Tim Dailey,
time we came around relying Saturday at 10:30 a.a. at the y, plunged into another round
3cout Executive; and Richard
on us to spot him in time. We South -Plassia Grove United • talks with top Pentagon East
ellen, Scout Executive.
did, but got tired of It so just Methodist Church with lee. El- • fficers and South Vietnamese
The short talks were concludmoved him.
bert JOillIS officiating.
•f5cials before taking to the
ed with a film on Scouting in
Pallbearers will be Clifton 1C. Id for talks with commend:he Council.
Take a look at the Peoples Jones, Curtis Tress, Robert Las- rs there.
Those present were asked to
ad today on the back page. siter, Elisha Orr, Virgil Pae-I
Bank
make a contribution to aid the
program in getting on a sound A good ad and a good message. chall, and Otho Clark.
Burial will be in the chums
"inancial basis.
cemtery with the arrangements
Hosts for the dinner last night Heart Valve Bank
by the Miller Funeral Rome of
were the Ryan Milk Company,
NEW DELHI(UPI)- A heart Hazel where friends may celL
the Bank of Murray and the
valve bank, the tint Of its kind
Peoples Bank.
in India, was opened recently in
Use the small, individual pie
a Bombay hospital. Heart valves tins of aluminum to make a
Rice is the staple food of will be supplied free of cost to mobile or tree ornaments. Cut
nore than 1 billion people in the patients in'the city hospitals shapes of stars, angels, birds.
and in other parts of the coun- Attach with colorful ribbon
.he world.
and decoate with sequins.
trv •
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Apollo 11 Is Main Feature On TV Beginning
Sunday; All-Star Game Tuesday Night

comes Sunday or early Monday
as originally scheduled.
Whenever Armstrong and Colis "The Happening," starring
THURSDAY
By JACK GAVER
lins go. they might talk with
Anthony Quinn.
President Nixon as they walk
The networks are geared to
on the moon. The White Rouse NEW YORK UPI - Much of
MONDAY
cover the splashdowns of Apollo
said it had asked television ex- what will be seen on the televi11 from noon to 2:30 p.m. "Aniecutives if they could overcome sion networks this week through
Thogleon walk is scheduled mal World" on CBS deals with
technical problems to allow Thursday will depend upon wheReturn New Zealand's odd creatures.
ther the Apollo 11 moon flight is for about 2 a.m. EDT.
such a conversation.
of the moon module for reunion
"The Prisoner" on CBS relogin JekIne
going according to schedule.
If it is, the networks will with the command ship is to be peats an episode in which the
Quiet and all-business during
the first hours of their flight, have 30 to 31 consecutive hours from about 2 to 4:30 p.m. The prisoner's mind and personality
the astronauts finally began concentrating on the scheduled networks' concentration on the are transmitted to another man.
In the "Ironside" repeat on
joking repartee among them- moon touchdown beginning Sun- moon visit is scheduled to end
at about 6 p.m.
NBC officer Eve Whitfield gets
selves and with ground control- day.
If ABC does not have a one- romantically involved with a
lers as their confidence in the
NBC has the annual All-Star
hour
resume of the Apollo ll newspaper columnist.
moonship grew
night.
baseball game Tuesday
flight, "The Avengers" repeat
To keep themselves physicalThe CBS movie is "Quick, BeHighlights for July 20-26:
will involve the killing of foreign fore It Melts," starring George
ly ready for the mission to plant
agents.
Old Glory and man's first footSUNDAY
Maharis and Robert Morse.
NBC has a half-hour show callsteps on the lunar surface, thcy
"This is Tom Jones" on ABC
jogged in place in their Apollo
CBS has a morning news spe- ed "Pioneer Spirit," preempting. repeats a show headlined by Tim
'.`Columbia" commandship.
cial called "Nearer to Thee?" half of "laegh-in." It deals with Conway, Sergia Mendes and BraTV pictures of them doing dealing with religious aspects three young couples wo settle in sil '66, Lynn Redgrave and vocatheir exercise were beamed of the Apollo 11 flight.
Alaska.
list Lulu.
back to earth in one of two
The NBC movie will be"Tares
The Gold:Jiggers on NBC have
From 11 a.m. or noon, the
telecasts they put on Thursday. networks are scheduled to begin Bulba," starring Yul Brynner Tommy Tune,DarleneCarr,Carunscheduled
telecast,
an
That
ole Cook and Howie Storm as
the intensive coverage of the and Tony Curtis.
one, often was blurred, but the moon-landing phase of Apollo 11,
Eddie Fisher and soul singer guests.
35 minutes of scheduled TV extending into Monday, that is Dorothy Morrison are guests or
pictures -gave viewers a closeup to
be climaxed by the moon- Jimmie Rodgers' CBS hour.
FRIDAY look at the inside of the Apollo walk
of two of the three astroThe John Davidson show on
commandship and a long disTUESDAY
ABC features singer Lana Cantance look at the earth reced- nauts.
its
maratrell.
first
hour
of
As
the
ing in their wake.
The networks are supposed to
"The Name of the Game" on
At 4 a.m. EDT, Apollo 11 — thon moon coverage, CBS plans carry a live telecast from Apollo
NBC repeats "The Suntan Mob."
a
interview
with
Walter
Cronkite
some 44 hours after its launch
former President Lyndon B. Jo- 11 at approximately 9 a.m. EDT. A crime syndicate is revealed
from Cape Kennedy —
NBC has a pre-game show as to control a tropical island. The
more than 174,000 miles from luison dealing with his role in
prelude to, the annual All-Star CBS movie will be "Westward
the
space
program.
to
uuwn
was
speed
earth. Its
Subsequent regular program- baseball game in Washington, the Women," starring Robert
2,600 miles an hour. It will conThe Liberace show on CBS Taylor,
depends upon the status of
ming
it
tinue to slow down until
features Eva Gabor, singer Erathe
moon
trip.
of
influence
the
under
comes
Ed Sullivan's CBS hour repeats nkie Vaughan, the Sandpipers and
SATURDAY
the moon's gravity. All three
headlined by Arthur God- vocalist Mona Anderson.
a
show
astainauts were sleeping.
The CBS "60 minutes" Magafrey and Caterina Valente.
CRS has an hour of play on
Spend Time in LM
zine
format program includes final holes of the third round of
starts
ABC
The
Sunday
night
movie
spacecraft
Before the
film of President Nixon watching the American Golf Classic at
speeding up again, Aldrin and
himself being nominated last Akron, Ohio,
Armstrong plan to spend about Mighty Microscope
August.
-•
the
inside
half
a
BERKELEY,
Calif.
aiPI)
Jackie Gleason's CBS hour reand
hour
an
peats the musical "Honeymoonlunar module getting it ready A two-story electron microscope,
WEDNESDAY
ers" episode that has the Kramto take them to the moon's sur- second most powerful in the
A
telecast
Sunday.
from Apollo U is dens and Nortons in Ireland,
EDT
p.m.
4:19
at
face
United States, has been installed
The possibility arose late at the -University of California scheduled in the 7-7:30 p.m.EDT
NBC's Saturday night movie
Thursday that Armstrong and
Is "The Young Warriors," starThe 650,000 volt machine, area.
Aldrin might begin their walk made in Japan for the U.S. The "Music Hall from Lon- ring James Drury,
on the moon four hours earlier Atomic Energy Commission for don" on NBC features Judy Car- The Johnny Cash show on ABC
than the original time set for $250,000, is exceeded in size ne, Terry-Thomas and Kaye Ball- spotlights Dale Robertson, Marty
2:21 a.m. EDT Monday morning. only by a I million volt instru- ard.
Robbins, Lynn Kellogg and CharFlight Director Clifford E. ment owned by U.S. Steel Corp. The ABC movie screens "The lie Manna,
about
Charlesworth was asked
Dirty Game," starring Henry
in Pittsburgh.
this possibility at a news conFonda.
A
major
advantage
of
the
NBC's "The Outsider" repeaference. The walk on the moon higher energy scope is that thickwould be moved up — if indeed
ts
"The Flip Side." A missing
er specimens can be examined,
it is — by shifting a four-hour particularly organic
model is involved in a narcotics
materials.
rest period from the start of
ring.
* * *
the lending on the moon until
The CBS "Hawaii Five-0" reBad Example
after the moonwalk.
peat is an episode in which a
The feeling was — and Arm-, OSAKA, Japan (UPI) - fishing boat owner is discovered
strong had indicated as much— Mayor Kaoru-Chuman called 300 to be smuggling gold.
that the astronauts, once on the municipal workers to a _plaza in
moon, might be too excited to front of city hall to deliver a
relax very much during the rest speech on cleaning up city streets
period and would be inclined to before the 1970 Japan World
go ahead with their exploration Exposition.
of the alien world outside their
When he was finished and the
"Eagle" lunar module.
workers left, street cleaners swept
If that happens, Armstrong, up a litter of cigarette butts,
as not only the man who takes burnt matches and
food wrapthat first step but the commanStation Wagon
pings
dropped
by
the
cleanup
undoubder of the flight, would
committee.
See At
tedly consult with the ground
* * *
1511 Johnson Blvd.
controllers. In the end, the decision would be pretty much
In India there is one doctor
up to him.
for every 5,000 persons.
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Does Raise
Pressure
ODENSE, Denmark (UPI) A study showed that the blood
pressure of hospital patients was
an average of 6 per cent higher
when doctors instead- Of nurses
made the blood pressure readings,
Jorgen Worm, who conaucted the survey at Odense
Hospital, attributed the higher
blood pressure to greater nervousness %mong patients when
doctors made the readings.

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

may not have the
world on a string,
but she knows
your community
inside out.

PARKER fORD INC.

If you're new in town,
call her today!
_

Murray. Ky.
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

Linda Adams
Phone 753-2378
%InoommoimMis810

Abbia 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
STOP WORRYING ABOUT IT,
ART. IF NOSOOY TRADES FOR
THE ROCKER, ME AN'
BECKY'Ll. TAKE IT.

IT'S 3 GASP 7
EXACTL
PERFECT, L WHAT WE VE
LEE!
BEEN
SEARCH/N6
FOR

•
T.
C

V S Pao ON —All
b, U.U,d /onto, S,odicew Ibte

Lai' Abner

by Al Capp
DON'T HURRN/ BACK!!
LAST TH I NG Wt.

WHAR YO'
GOI
F. LEE
BELLS?

OUTBOUND FROM DA NANO, the first U.S. Marines to be withdrawn march across the
4e Jude shirr-Meet stop;-fMetherwir.- They are members of the 9th marines, a -corittitce
gent that has been in smith Vietnam since 1965.
(Radiophoto)

NEEDS 15 A DIVORCE
LAW•iER17 OURS IS
A DiVINELY-508rMAPPV
MARRIAGE!!

ArE.,
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TRAVEL TOPICS

By MURRAY J. BROWN
UPI Travel Editor
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
man who pioneered escorted
expeditions to such remote
regions of the
world as

arranging tours to places he likes
to visit. He also said he gets

long-range effects of tourism on
such unspoiled places.
For Lars-Eric Lindblad is not
only president of an
international travel agency with
headquarters in New York City.
He also is a dedicated
conservationist.
Since he founded his
company in 1958, Lindblad has
concentrated mainly on
specialized tours and on trail
blazing new travel destinations
for the adventurous.
In addition to pioneering
tourist treks to the Antarctic
and Easter Island, he also led in
opening the way for tourism in
such far-flung areas as the Matto
Grosso in the jungles of Brazil,
the Galapagos Islands off Peru,
and Tierra del FLego on the
southernmost tip of South
America.
And next year he plans to
inaugurate tourist expeditions to
the Seychelles islands in the
Indian Ocean with his own new
cruise ship.
But Lindblad admitted he is
worried over what tourism may
inadvertently do to despoil the
scenic and other natural beauties
of still-unspoiled areas.
"The. world's few remaining
pristine areas must, as far as
possible, be
kept
uncontaminated and unpolluted
by such interlopers of
"civilization" as cans, bottles
and other debris, or by piers,
airstrips and hotels," the
Swedish-born tour operator said
in an interview.
"And souvenir seekers must
not be allowed to ravage nature's
loveliness as do the seven-year
locusts."

hog -breeders, yachtsmen,
ornithologists, archeologists,
botanists, musicians, garden
clubs, religious organizations and
political groups to practically
every part of the world.
Next December, he said, his
company will chalk up another
first when it takes delivery of
the 2,300-ton M.S. Lindblad
Explorer. The ship will be the
first commissioned by any tour
operator, he said.
The 250-foot-long vessel will
have accommodations for about
100 passengers and will include a
pool, bar, lounge and other usual
cruise amenities.
After its maiden voyage to
Montevideo, Uruguay, the ship
will make three cruises to the
Antarctic during January _and
February of 1970. It will then
sail across the South Atlantic to
Cape Town, South Africa,
making stops at South Georgia
Island and Tristan da Cunha.
Between next April and
November, the vessel will make
17 cruises from Mombasa,
Kenya, to the Seychelles, the
so-called "forgotten islands"
where Gen. Charles -Chinese"
Gordon once said the Garden of
Eden must have been located.
The ship will serve as hotel
throughout. Passengers will go
ashore on islands, populated
mainly by birds, in whaleboats
or by wading or swimming.
"There is no need for hotels
or vehicles and we will leave
each island as we found it,"
Lindblad said. "For this reason
we have rejected the idea of
staying ashore and have decided
instead to use our ship as our
hotel and base from which to
make our visits."
A new three-masted gaff
schooner, Golden Cachalot, also
will be used for 22 scheduled
cruises to the Galapagos Islands
from Guayaquil, Ecuador, in
1969 and 1970. The schooner
will have accommodations for

preaches, as his tanned features
testify. And he is vice chairman
a committee devoted, to
restoration of the mysterious
stone statues on Easter Island in
the
southern
Pacific in
association
with
the
International
Fund for
Monuments. Another of his
projects has been to restore one
of the oldest and most beautiful

a

the
ring,
iws
nity
t.

10 passengers in five double
cabins. It will be fitted with a
photographic darkroom,
laboratory for the study of
fauna, flora, sealife and other
specimens, and carry equipment
for diving and fishing.

Homes

A section of Bonnet Carr* Spillway which has been
operated on three occasions-in 1937, 1945 and 1950.
By WINONA McKENNON.
.Cehtral Press A N.VOCIO(ion Correspondent
NEW ORLEANS
When the bucking Mississippi' River
rages down to Louisiana the U.S. Corps of Engineers tame
it rapidly, before it floods'New-Orleans and the surrounding area.
The corps was authorized to begin a project in 1928. to avoid
disasticius floods in the lower Mississippi Valley, and they literally needle the river until it is tamed.
Eighty-five miles above Baton Rouge the over-bank ltructure
is opened at Old River, the northern floodway of three along the
Mississippi. A second diversion is made into the West Atchafalaya.
If this has not tamed the torrent of muddy floodwater, the
Bonnet Carre Spillway between
New Orleans and Baton Rouge portion of the residents, while
is needled open to pour • the others say the fresh water
river into Lake Ponthhartrain
some five and seven-tenths miles
distant,
Lake Pontchartrain leads into
Lake Borgne. thence into the
Gulf of Mexico which can take
care of any water the Mississippi might collect' on its turbulent trip to the sea.
The complete success of diverting the rivet into the lake.
which was • last necessary in
1950, should please everyone in
Louisiana. This is not quite
true.
FISHERMEN and seafood
trawlers like very much for Lake
Pontchartrain to remain brackish, quite salty in fact. This
makes for better fishing and
crabbing, according to most reports. When the fresh river water pours into the lake, a drastic change occurs in the seafood
available. There are loud and
bitter. complaints from a small

Another area of discontent is
found in sportsmen who hunt
and fish in the Bonne Carre
Spillway area. This may seem
foolhardy in the extreme, but
since 1950. game has increased
,
in this,svide_iulea...
•
•
SNIPE, some woodcock and
quail, squirrels along the wooded edges, ducks, crayfish and
fish are found in and around
the spillway:, Once it is neeesary to flood the Mississippi
River through the spillway,
these creatures must depart
quickly.
However, when that rich and
powerful river begins to threaten the Louisiana levies, hunters.
fishermen, trawlers, homeownagree
businessmen
ers and
they are relieved to know the
Corps of Engineers can operate
the spillways. It is the best
flood prevention the lower Mississippi Valley has ever known.
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Real Estate
or oil production until he is
ready to develop it. He can also

affiliate with a strong financial
institution which can provide
him with the capital _he needs to
keen his land and his solvency.

VIRGINIA UPSETTER William
Battle gives a victory- wave
in Richmond. Va., .on coming
in first in the' Democratic
gubernatorial nom inn t ion
primary, beating Lt. Gov.
-Fred G. Pollard. the candidate of the Byrd organization. which has run things
for four decades. Pollard was
third. Battle faces State
Sen. Henry Howell in a runoff election on Aug. 19.

a
URGES HANDS OFF' Cha n cello!. Roger W. Heyns of
the Univei-sity of California
tells the Senate Permanent
Investigations Subcommittee
in Washipgton that Congress
should keep its hands off
and let colleges deal with
student inwerst.

But the warning is still clear
add in last year's 4 per cent
developer and single lot
to
the
means
By JAMES L. SRODES
This
inflation rate.
WASHINGTON,(UPI)- The land's value has to increase 13% owner alike. Don't bury your
pressures of inflation have per cent a year to be a good homebu ilding plans in the
ground.
convinced many home builders investment.
they should buy a large block of
In real terms, a $100,000 plot
land and hold it as a hedge of land would have to increase
against the inevitable increase in to $113,250 the first year to Holiday Treat
land costs.
justify its purchase. It would
All well and good, says the have to be worth $128,253 at
Urban Land Institute in a recent the end of the second year.
Serve broiled olive appetizsurvt y. But you could be $145.250 by the third year and ers at holiday parties. Cut 6
wástingi your money, if land so on until its value IS sioubied slices of bacon in half and cook
doesn't increase in value fast before the sixth year ends. the over low heat until done but
not qtilte crisp. Drain on abStudy asserts that survey asserts.
enough.
"land being held for future use
-It is important to keep in sorbent paper. Slice cheddar
or futurie sale must double in mind that if this land is held for cheese about la-inch thick then
value in five and a half to seven 11 or 12 years the value must cut into 34-inch squares. Fold
bacon around cheese squares
years in order to justify holding quadruple to justify its being and top each with an olive:
it."
held," the study warned.
Fasten with a toothpick and
There are plenty of pressures • The report_ does offer broil 3 to 4 inches from heat
on land developers and even the solutions to would-be block 3 to 5 minutes, or until baron'
prospective home buyer to'get buyers. The new owner call turn is crisp. Drain on absorbent
land now even though the start the newly purchased land to paper and serve at once. Makes
of construction may be a long some income producing use such 12 hors d'oeuvre.
time off, the survey conceded. as agriculture, mining, timbering
A housing development of
any size must be properly
planned and this almost always
requires the puichase of inure
land than is needed for actual
BR.HONDURAS
construction. There' also is the
problem of adjoining property.
The developer wants, protection
against undesirabl,e Use of the
GUATEMALA
lots next door which would
1.405,,c0TArtmeotolut
:HONDURAS
cheapen his own property.
CATACAMA0
So buy if you .must, the
•
survey concludes, but calculate'
0
ocarapeau:•
JUT ICAL PA
the cost so you knOSi'what you
4imacit
• 4
are doing.
Example
'teet.IF,ALPA
Here is how the, survey
appitoaches the cost of an
undeveloped piece of land:
Take a conservative 7 1 2 per
cent interest rate for a loan to
buy the land, add real estate
/
2 per cent
ta,),(es of an average 11
of the market value, add % of 1
per cent for caretaking and
liability insurance costs. Then
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THE MAP locates cities and towns repot ted attacked by air
bombing oi by land in the Honduras-El Salvador fighting.

Timely
Fashions in Christmas gifts''ng roorn and entrance hall,
dainty boudoir styles, and Mod
for the home: silver condiment d
dishes, serving trays, color- versions for the den. One talklined bowls, goblets, and ele- about design: a huge "wristgant candle holders In the watch" wall clock. Another to
clock line, thve are rustic wall' consider: the wall clock - baclocks for the kitchen, bold rometer combination featuring
bright decorator styles for liv- i signs of the Zodiac.

Indian Literacy

NEW DELHI (UPI) - About
on an Inca ruin in the tiny
350 million Indians are illiterate
village of Chinceros in Peru.
even though literacy increased
Research Grant
In addition, Lindblad Travel, from 17 per cent to 33 per cent

town,
ky!

Ms
178

Kenya (he also operates safari* Townsend brother% in uniform in East Africa) is managed by Donnie, Dennis and Billie.
Tony Irwin, a founder of the Restocking Elk

His branch office

Buren

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

churches in South America built

Inc. has made a research grant to in 1968-69, according to the
the Darwin Foundation for Indian Education Ministry.
conservation of the Galapagos Family Forte
and uses the services of leading
ST. LOUIS (UPI)- Call fora
conservationists and policeman in the 9th District
archeologists from many and you're very likely to get
countries.
Officer Townsend. -

M11110

—

much satisfaction from planning
tours for those who are
"motivated" in their travels
rather than
mere pleasure
Antarctica and Easter Island is seekers. As a result, he has
concerned over the possible worked out special trips for

mankind.
Lindblad practices what he

CY
1TESS

TIMES

Now We Open the Door
For "Old Man River"!

Conservation
And Tourism

To the 6 foot 3 inch tall
Lindblad, preservation of the
world's wildernesses and other
natural and man-made wonders
is of major importance to-all

frOlta2

&

in

Nairobi,

-Tke

-district'has

...you'll love Ford Dealers' year-end
prices on Fords, Mustangs, Torinos!
•Manutacturer s suggested retail price for this car. Price does not include Optional white .id..
wall tires 132 00 dealer preparation charstio, il any, transportation charges state and local lases.

Extra special savings on Mustang-the
No. 1 sportyca,r..Includes all kinds of
luxury and performance extras.

three

East African Wild- Lire Society
TIJLSA, Okla. (UPI) - 'The
well-known Interior Department and state
and
a
conservationist
and officials are releasing six elk in
ornithologist.
eastern Oklahoma to restock the
Lindblad said he enjoyed

Year's greatest reductions on Torino-the
car with nine major stock car wins this
year plus the Pike s Peak all-time record.'

$5,000 LB. FOR MOON ROCKS Ben Hyman, wholesale jeweler in Atlanta, Ga., holds a photo of the Apollo 11 waiting
-for launch as he announces he has offered 85,000 a pound
for substance brought back 'from the Moon. He wants to
make jewelry trinkets with it.
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JULY49 11:00 TRACTOR PULLING
1:00 P.M,
HORSE & MULE PULLING.
8:00 P.M.
PANO MI NE UNIVERSITY BANU

Paul Jerry Lee Won The
1%9 Chevy II Wednesday

To Be Given Away Saturday

'69 Javelin Purchased From
Cain & Treas, Murray
TICKETS AVAILABLE FROM
LOCAL MERCHANT

1

Fun For
The
En-tire
. Family

Best deals yet on Gaiaxie.
It's the big Ford with the
widest track in its classfor a smoother, more
comfortable ride.
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LITTEREUGGING THE MOON -Arranged on this simulated
moonscape are items the Apollo 11 astronauts will leave
behind. 1 Rod support for soJar wind composition e'•t
periment. 2 American flag. 3 . Two ,pairs of lunar boots.
4 A laser ranging retro-reflector LR3. or LR cubed t.
The landing site is scanned 1:iy a laser from Earth and %Wien
'contact is made with the LR3-a reflection of the laser beam
can be detected on Earth. Exact location of the Lunar
Module can therefo're be determined, and in similar fashion

100 FT

LANDING
PHASE
,SITE NO. 2
"-t' •
_ MOST CRITICAL PERIOD of the Apollo 11 mission to the Moon
is illustrated in this diagram by Central Press artist John
Kraner. This is the 11 minutes from the beginning of the

Theosophists
Explain Role

landing approach at 50.000 feet to touchdown landing
phase sequence. Speed starts at 4.908mph and the hover at
end is 3.5mph. If this operation goes badly. there's no return.
down by various tracts published clothing, education in skill and
by the Theosophists.
seeds for the needy.

How Tourists
Rate Britain

By MARIS ROSS
Miss Mills said the society
embraces Hinduism, Buddhism,
LONDON (UPI) — The
yoga, western psychology,
nuclear physics and Christianity. average tourist to Britain just
tolerates the food and hotels,
The society claims 35,000 dreads the weather, dislikes the
members the world over. Its traffic jams.
WHEATON, fli. (UPI) — It
international headquarters areln
The dishes he views with
was founded by a Russian
Adyar, Madras, India.
most distaste are sausages
noblewoman and a Union Army
staple menu item of most cheap
colonel. Sirhan B. Sirhan is said
eating placss — and the
to have read its tracts Ti- 2 Irish
redoubtable Scottish haggis
poet William Butler Yeats
whose ingredients are better left
belonged to it and so did the
unsung.
founder of baseball, Abner
He also is confused by the
Doubleday.
currency, annoyed at the early
From headquarters on a quiet
closing of shops and
40-acre estate in this community
discontented by the restrictions
20 miles west of Chicago the
that keep bars and pubs closed
Mme. Blavatsky, a Russian
Theosophical Society in America emigre, was the granddaughter
By WALTER LOGAN
part of the day.
churns out reams of material on of a Russian princess
NEW YORK (UPI) — Leda self belts and novelty buckles.
Still, he finds the advantages
and at 16
such subjects as the univsissal married
a general in the Czarist Sanford is fashion director of Synthetics were in a wide new cru t weight the disadvantages
brotherhood of man, army, whom
she deserted in a Teens' and Boys' Outfitter, a range of colors, dress slacks are because only one in every 17
comparative studies of religion,
trade publication, and in a in tweeds and flannels but crepe visitors goes away feeling his trip
matter of months.
philosophy and science, and
recent issue she summed up the weaves are new. Jeans are was worse than expected while
pamphlets with such titles as
junior/juvenile group as boys updated with stubbed, twill arsd more than half find their
Foundation
"Reincarnation: A Rational
Her book, "The Secret who "like clothes that feel good, hopsack looks. In corduroy the expectations were exceeded.
Basis for Hope."
Doctrine," is the foundation of pants that stay up and sweaters trend is toward narrow ribs and
But if he is to keep Coming in
Its top officers, which include the society. The
in such patterns as nailheads, ever increasing numbers,
28-volume work that don't itch."
a "research clairvoyant," feel the attempts,
She also reports that herringbones and wavy stripes. particularly when the jumbo jets
Miss Mills said, "to
society is misunderstood.
Shirts: The newest colors in are tarrying millions of extra
draw, together profound ideas teen-agers tend to ignore the
Joy Mills, the first woman from many different
religions designs of famous name fashion dress shirts are deep tones passengers in the 1970s. .an
president of the 94-year-old and traditions and
display their designers and that their favorite softened with white as in organization called the National
organization, said "theosophy is inter-relationships."
fall items are an outgrowth of a cambrays. Wardrobes are built Catering Inquiry recommends a
not a religion but an approach to
broadcloth with considerable improvementln the
Mme. Blavatsky was a close look that was born in army-navy around
life." Theosophists hold no personal advisor to the poet stores, led kids to dig up old war emphasis on color with color
facilities offered him.
specific set of beliefs, she said, William Butler Yeats in his uniforms and antique coats, and stripings. There are new
Reactions
other than the notion everyone declining years.
end up with something she calls Edwardian influenced collars
The Inquiry's critical look at.
should form their own through
"affluent
poor
boy."
(higher
and wider) and Britain found from questioning
Meditation is a cornerstone of
individual study, experience, tFn society and members claim
With that background behind considerably more body shaping. 1,002
tourists that they looked
insight, reflection and service.
they have been able to do things us we turn to the Boy's and . Knits: Double knits are forward the most to seeing the
Miss Mills said a major project such as stop smoking through Young Men's Apparel beginning to make an
sights, London, the shops and
of the society was reconciling the use of meditative rules set Manufacturers Association appearance in boys' wear.
pubs. The weather and traffic
(BAMA) which is a guiding light Texture knits, including headed the
dislikes.
for the hundreds of buyers who honeycombs, 'raised diamond
"Our food and hotels seem to
descend on New York twice a patters and needle point be tolerated rather
than enjoyed.
year and who are responsible for jacquards are new and some More serious still is the
assertion
what is actually on sale in the brushed effects are shown in ribs by four out of ten of those who
local stores.----and argyles, the colors bright e.AP
sloubts about hotel
The BAMA fall showings and heathery. Some knits appear standards, that the
were back in March, presented in In outerwear, thanks to accommodation was worse than
the form of an easy to take laminating. Knit shirts show all expected; the same proportion
musical show which exhibited the traits of the fashionable cut found hotels dirtier than they
the highlights of the following and sewn shirts --- spread collars, expected. Hotels were
-7J1-;1
season. And if some facts of the ruffled tees. Sweaters use specifically mentioned by three
Ii
r
show puzzle the buyers they fishermen's heavy knits in per cent of all tourists to this
then turn to Miss Sanford who heather colors, and Scandinavian country as a feature of our life
• itS:
t
i
r
40F:
straightens them out.
jacquard patterns show up in to which they positively did not
heavy outdoor sweaters.
Highlights
look forward."
Some highlights of the BAMA
And some of the outerwear
highlights as noted by Miss
presentation:
Clothing: Boys' clothes Sanford: A bush jacket in pile
AT THE
manufacturers have borrowed lined corduroy, a belted suede
"shape" from men's clothing Norfolk jacket, a corduroy+.
and the result is a non-gimmicky Norfolk jacket with pile lining.
bodyline in single or tartan slacks, a shaped suede
double-breasted. Edwardian coat, a fringed suede
a LOW RAMS — Soicaetifully decoratiod rooms with modern baths,
Double-breasted, six-button jacket in true western styling,
television, oir conditioning.
Edwardians turned out to be the worn with a cowboy hat; an
ii
most popular style. The British Edwardian coat in orange
• PAY PLANS — No charge for children under 14 when in
influence was heavy in both cotton-suede pony cloth; a
the same room with parents. If additional room is needed,
texture and style; best colors double-breasted coat in rabbit
single rate would apply for both r0Orril.
were browns, gold and green in fur and a military-looking
that order in sports coats. Suits overcoat which is long, shaped
• 1.111 MIXING in our convenient indoor garage for ovismight
were. much more toned down, and worn with chain mail
guests and Jim Porter Room dinner guests.
blazers were in six or eight epaulets and a Perian lamb
buttons and more shaped.
cossack hat.
1101.15WILLE'S PINOT F000 in the famous Jim Porter Tavern,
And for the teen-a
Grid the unique Derby Room. Entertainment nightly in this
there
Pants: The emphasis was on is a unisex look whi
Derby Room. Quick service in this Coffee Shop.
acluded
bell bottoms and flare but with flowered pants for
iys and
some
attention to the waist —
• LOUISVILLE'S MOST MODEM CONVENTION FACIUTIES.
The society places few
restrictions as to what areas it
will work in. It attempts to carry
its message of transcendental
values and anti-materialism into
such things as civil rights,
"apparent coritradtcUons education, medicine and healing
between science, religion, and and even animal welfare. It has
been active in providing funds,
philosophy."
The American arm of the
Theosophists, which has
branches in more than 60.
countries, was founded by Mme.
Helena Petrovna Blavatsky and
Col. Henry S. Olcott in New
York, Nov. 17, 1875.

the precise distance from Earth to Moon can be calculated.
5 The coldly lunar descent stage. 31 feet in diameter and
10 feet high. 6 Lunar surface camera. 7 A gnomon.
Placed in field of view every time it documented Moon
sample is photographed. the device's color scale permits
later verijication of color. 8 One of two portable life iupsecond not in
pOit.
One extension
handle for use with various tools, 10 A paiCifve seismology
experiment .to measure .and transmit data on lunar quakes.
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On Mens
Hartschatfner & Marx, Style-Mad & Style-Kraft

• SUITS • SLACKS
• SPORT COATS
• Sport Shirts
• Banlons
• Swimwear
Straw. Hats

2

Price

NMI

2

Price

7th & Broadway, Mayfield, Ky.
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Go Out Of Style This Fall

Javelin Is The Sportster That Out Does The Others.
In Looks - - In Action. Javelin Is The Pace-setter. With The Big Plus Of Extra Passenger
And luggage Room. And Plenty Of Other Features You Won't Find Elsewhere.
That's Why We Invite You To Test Drive A Javelin. You'll Convince Yourself'.
SURVIVES GOLDEN GATE LEAP—*-Hippie )ames Layton, 20.
trrtirtfsermart °mem Hosintst, then IrrrincTsPirliTter surviving a 275-foot leap from middle of the Golden Gate
Bridge He is the fourth survivor of the leap. and 364 others
died. Layton was reported high on drugs.
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COME TO WORSHIP
AND REJOICE..
MieristAt CHURCH OF
THE NAZARENE
South 18th and Plainview
James J. Hester, Minister
Sunday School
10'00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 :00 a.m.
Evangelistic Service
7:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Prayer Service
Wednesday
7'00 p.m.
TEMPLE HILL
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
107 North Fourth Street
Rev. A. M. Thomas, Pastor
George R. Bandarra
Preaching:
-Watohtower Study .... 10:30 a.m. First and Third Sundays at 11 a.m.
Preaching:
am.
..
9:30
Sunday
Lecture
Bible
2nd and 4th Sundays at 9:30 a.m.
Bible Study Tuesday ... 7:30 p.m
Ministry School Friday . 7:30 p.m. Sunday School at alternate times
each Sunday.
Service Meeting Friday . 8:30 p.m
RUSSELLS CHAPEL
UNITED METHODIST ('HURCH
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Rev. A. Y. Thomism, Pastor
CHURCH
Preaching:
15th & Sycamore
First and Third Sundays 9:30 a.m.
Travis Smith, pastor
Preaching:
Sabbath School
1:00 p.m
2nd and 4th Sundays at 11 a.m.
Worship Service
2:00 p.m. Sunday School at alternate times
Each Sunday
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
vis/ut) nnEPRERD UNITED
CHURCH
.
METHODIST CHURCH
1620 W. Main Street
(Formerly New Hope and Sulphur
Rev. Robert Harshest'', Vicar
Springs Churches)
v at
Services -rash Sp
Johnson Easley, Pastor
8:00 and 10:ou a m.
10:00 a.m.
Church School .....
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
04381HEN METHODIST
Youth
Fellowship
Methodist
CHURCH
6:00 p.m.
Meeting
CHURCH og JEstra ini•s"ST
Tint and Third Sundays:
OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
Sunday School
. . 10:00 a.m.
(Mormon)
Morning Beryl*, .... 11:00 a.m. Services held at 16th and Sycamore
liscond and Fourth Sundays:
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Sunday School .... lUitIP a.m. Sacrament Meeting . . 7:00 p.m.
Methodist Youth
Phone 753-9249
PeLlawahlp
CHESTNUT STREET
6:16 p.m.
Worship Service
TABERNACLE
7:00 p.m.
(Pentecostal Church Of God
LYNN GROVE
Of America)
METHODIST CHURCH
Dosabs F. Wheatley, pastor
Cherry & Chestnut
First and Third Sundays:
Rev. John W. De Water, Pastor
Worship Service
10:00 A.3L
9:46 a.m. Sunday School
Sunday School .... 10:45 a.= Morning Worship . . . 11:00 A.M.
Second and Fourth Sunday:
7:30 P.M.
Evening Worship
Sunday School .... 10:00 a.m. Wed. Prayer Meeting
7:30 P.M.
Worship Service
11:00 a.m. Friday P.Y P A
7:30 P.M.
COLE'S CAMP GROUND
WEST MURRAY CHURCH
METHODIST CHURCH
OF CHRIST
South 18th Street
TIM Sunday:
And• McKee, preacher
Sunday School .... 10:00 a.m.
Rociond Sunday:
Services:
Sunday Sdhool .... 10:00 a.m. Sunday Bible Study — 10:00 sm.
Worship Sets los
11:00 a.m. Sunday Worship
10:50 am.
Third Sunday:
600 p.a.
Sunday Worship
Sunday Sns00(
10'00 &Ea, Wednesday Bible Study — 7:00 p.n.
!earth Sunday:
or transportation
For information
Worship Ser
,
1^P
A :45 a.rn
Call 753-3500 or 75S-7/00
Sunday School .
10:45 am.
MTF Sunday
FIRST
METHODIST
CHURCH
7:00 p.m.
(Ind and 4th Sundays)
Fifth and Maple Streets
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson. Jr., pastor
& Poplar
Church School
9:45a.m.
OF CHRIST
Morning Worship
8:45 & 10:50 a.m.
Sunday
Bible School
9:45 a.m. Jr. & Sr Fellowship .... 6:30 p.m.
Worship Hour
1:00 pun.
10:40 a.m. Evening Worship
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
RIRKSEY BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday
Rey. David Brasher, pastor
Midweek Bible Study 7:30 p.m
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
KIRHSEY UNITED
Morning Wiarshlp
11:00 a.m.
METHODIST CHURCH
Training Union
II:30 p.m.
Ph:ening Worship7:30 p.m.
Church School
10:00 a.m. WidnetilaY Night . .... 6:30 p.m_
Worship Service:
GREEN PLAIN unuatCH
11:00 a.m & 7:00 p.m.
OF CHRIST
Youth Fellowship:
Doan Crutchfield. minister
let Sun. & 3rd Wed. evening Sunday Bible
Study
10:00 a.
Bible Study
7:00 p.m, Morning Worship
1045 a.
Evening Services 30 minutes later Evening Worship
7:00 p.
Wed. Bible Study
during Summer montha.
7.20 nrn
NEW CONCORD
APOSTOLIC CHRISTIAN
OF CHRIST
TEMPLE
R4e..
0
1....rottnatreets
teh

gnoMOn.
Moon
permits

life iup-

stensiOn
synOlOgy
quakes,

-

ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
401 N. 12th Street
Martin Mattingly, pastor
Sunday Masses: 8 a.m.,11 a.m. and
4 40 p.m.
Holyday and First Friday:
6•fla 9.m. and 6:00 p.m.

NORTH/4111E BAPTIST CHURCH
LIBERTY CC3111ERL AND
Randolph Allen. pastor
IMMANURL LUTHERAN
PRESBYTERIAN
Jerry
Graham, Sunday School Supt.
CHURCH
Robert H. Bates, Pastor
a.m
siin
10
a, Schoid
15th ite Main
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School and
11:00 a.m. Worship Service
Preaching
7:00 P.m.
Bible Clam
9:15 a.m. ALOUD RIVSR BArrIST CHURCH Evening Service
7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting Wed.
,Divine
:00 a.m.
6:30 p.m.
Sunday Evening Singing
Highway 444, New Concord, Ky.
thilACH BAPTIST CHURCH
Rev. A•bert Rows, Pastor
South Ninth Street
POPLAR SPRINGS BAPTIST
Br*. L. D. Brows, pastor
10:00 a. M.
Sunday School
CHURCH
Sunday School
9:46 a.m. Morning Worship
Route 3 - Pottertown
11:00 a. M.
Horning Worship
10:46 am.
6:30 p. m. Surul,y Sc,
Evening NVorship
0:00 a.m.
Sunday Night
Training Union
11:00 a.m.
Max Anderson. Sunday School Supt. Morning Worship
6:15
Worship Service .
7:00 p.m.
Training Union
7:00
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHERtii
6:30 pin.
evening Worship
Prayer Meeting .
7 AM
Main Street at 10th
Wed. Prayer Meeting
7:00 pm°
pastor
Norman Culpepper,
753-4411
Dial-ArDevotion
MT. PLE %SANT CUNIBERLAfND;
9:40 air
PREsBVTRRIAN CHUR( B
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:50 an:
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Sunday
Night !envier
Training Union:
at 11:00 each (inn
Worship
Service
5:30
p.m
(Sep -March)
and third Sundov
6:30 p.m
(April-Aug.)

sIt Clear
to

PLEASANT

3101ITH
OZOVE
013.111.111H,1.AND PERatiXTERCHWICH
Rev. Ha Hisiihr, peeler
foUaday School
.1.0:1)0
Morning Worship .... 11:00 a.m.
Towing People
6.00 p.m.
levening Worship
7:00 p.m.

Evening Worship:
6:30 pm
(Sept.-March)
7:30 p.m.
(April-Aug.)
Prayer Meeting:
7:30 p.m.
Each Wednesday
NEW MOUNT CARNIEL
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHCRCII
Rey. Billy Galilmore pastor
10:00 am.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30 pm.
Evening Worship
Wednesday Youth
7-00 p.m.
Fellowship
FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
pastor
Rev.Willte Johnson,
10•110 a.m.
Sunday School
Billy Roberts, Supt,
11.00 A.M.
Morning Worship
6:311 p.m.
Training Union
Donnie Chapman. Director
7:30 p.m.
Ewninit Worship
7:-00 n.m.
Wednesday Service
PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST .
Murray-Pottertown Road
Bro. James West, minister
10:00 a.m.
Bible Study
11:00 A.M.
Morning Worship
6:01' p.m.
Evening Worship
NEW ratleiDigiel•r;
CHRIST
Simany:Johnny Dole, minister

CHURCH or

10 or
Sunday School
11 rim
Morning Worship
6 rtm.
Even log Classes
Evening Worship ....- 630 p.m.
Wednenday:

o you
find it hard to read?
Is its language too out of date? Have
you imagined it contradicts its self?
Are you of the opinion God's love for us is a paradox?
Do you think if God really loved us He would let us
be sick, experience pain and suffer death? lathe Bible actually
haft) for you to understand? If your answer is "yes,"
then you should enroll in Sunday School, start going to church
regularly and join the band of honest, serious seekers
after God's own will in )(our life;the true interpretation
of His word. To the believer the Bible makes sense, it
is easy to understand and in it there are no contradictions.
/t is really the Book of Life.
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COLONEL SANDIA, 1HCIFIC

Owens-Food Market..„.4....

Kentucky fried Chicken.

THE BEST IN CHOICE STEAKS
"We Specialize In Hot Pit Barbecue"
Phone 753-4682
1409 Main Street

A Friend

a

753-7101

1113 Sycamore

IRsT 11APTIsT (HU RCin
H. C. Chiles. pastor
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m,
Training Union
7,110 p.m .
I:yen. Worshiii
Prayer Meeting. Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 N. Fifth Street
William fir. Porter, pastor
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
Worship Hour
7:00 p.m.
Eveninu Service
5:30 p.m.
Chi Rho Fellowship
500 p.m.
CUE` 1,
',Ilowshin
Wednesday
third
Men's Fellowship .
third Tuesday
c'WE.Gen. Meet.
0.51( GROVE CU•IBF.RLAND.
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Rev. Bill Bond, pastor
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
- Morning Worsnii:
7 -nn p.m
"'enter %Vim-shin
UNION GROVE CHURCH
OF CHROT
Stacy Myers, ininidter
Sunday School
,10:00 a.m
Uorship Service
10:50 a.m.
Even ing Service
1:30 p.m.
Mid-Week Bible Study:
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.

Closed On Sunday
Phillips 66 Products
Phone 753-1921
No. 4th Street

6ill Super Shell

Charcoal Hamburgers - Chicken - Pit Barbeque
Shakes - Splits - Sundaes
1206 Chestnut St.
Phone 753-8082

"IT'S FINGER LICKPN' GOOD"

10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

Hendon's Service Station

Dairy Cheer

_

Sunday Hihool
morning Worship
sunday Night Service ..

7 p.m.

sINIVERSITY CHURCH or (WRIST
sPRINO CREEK BAPTIST CHURCHG
106 North 15th Street.
Hollis Miller, minister
Wed. Evening Worship .... 7 p.m.
New & Used
9:30 a.m.
Bible Classes
B
M
:
E
7
i
n-vvIn
S
eg
t
:
kw
dy
.0..rehip
7!00 n co a.....ai ol
iovic a&F,11,,,r cHuRcif
Sunday School ..... .. • . 10:00 a.m. morning worship
SALES, SERVICE AND PARK RENTAL.
10:30 a.m.
MARTINS CHAPEL UNITED
Morning Worship
1_71 •0
00
..0
MILE EAST OF MURRAY
), ca. A. Farmer, pastor
6:06 . p.m.
HWY 94.
METHODIST CHURCH
p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Sui.d..,), 6(01001
OFFICE PH 753.6685
10:00
a.m. Training Union
Johnson Easley, Painter
6:00 p.m. Evening Worship
a :Ou p.m. Thursday (College Student
T.t alinug Union
Go_ G HOPSON
Worship Service
JOHN Q. GRoc.AN
9:30 S-1": Worship
6:15 p.m.
11 :u0 a.na. and 7 :00 p.m.'
7:30 Srrs)
Devotional )"ed.
'
8 1
.7hurch School
HOME PH 436-5890
753-2985
10:40 11--In• Wednesday .
7:00 p.m.
.

GROVE

LOCUST

CHURCH OF'THE N •ZARENE
KirkseN. Kentucky
lintwrt 11,,binson, minister

11131mAStrEL MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
Barnett Avenue - Murray, Ky.
Bra.
TIIAM:1• Fortner, pastor
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11'00 a.m Sunday School
7,30 ,
j m,MOrning
orshlp
11:00 a.m.
Training Union
Training
Union
6:30 p.m.
p.m,
Evening Worship
.. 7:50.
ening Worship
7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
Prayer Si nice
ning
le
ce
SINKING SPRINGS BAPTIST
Service
er
EN:'
7:00 p.m.
"
CHURCH
10:00 a.m. WEST'FORK BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday Scrrool
Rev. Heyward Roberts,pitstor
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 am.
6:30 p.m.Smiday School
Training Union
11'00 am.
7:30 p.m. Morning Worship
Evening worehip
p.m
Training
Union
6:00 p.m.
7:00
ednesday NIgnt
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.
Prayer
HAZEL BA) Tn. %. CHURCH
ServiceWednesday
7:30
p.m.
B. It. Winched, r, pastor
9.45 a.m.
Sunday Scnool
WAY•IAN
CHAPEL
11:00 a.m.
'Worship
A.M.E. CHURCH
...... 6:30 p.m.
Training
200 East Mulberry Street
I .30 p.m.
/Waning 1.cirrhip
Ounday School ,
9:45 a.m.
Wednesdas Set .cc
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
PENTAirosTAL
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
rill Hun
Wednesday
'IN acher Training
6:30 pm.
New Co/word MI Hwy. 444
Prav.r Service
7:30 p.m'
Ellis (i. Campbell. pastor
Bible St.",
A.C.E. League
8:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
141111/10S 5.11001
FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD CRUR(
1100 11.01
Morning AY onahiP
Doyle 31. Webb, pastor
South 16th and Glendale Road
CHERRY CORNER BAPTIasi
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
CHURCH
orship Service ......
11 :00 a.m.
7 720_
Sunday School..........10:00 a.m.Sunday night
7:30 p.m.
11:00 n.m 1.41a Week Service
Worship tervice
41111
.

Cannon

Finale Classes .... .... WOO
Worship a Preaching . IA :;11 am
A in Sunday School
roa
10 a ni
'tremble Worship
76 P.m. Sunday Evening Worship - . 7 phi.
Wednesday

6 pm.

Bible (lam
Singing

Careen

11169

SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
Roc. Loon Penick, pastor
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
41:10 p.m.
Training Union
Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.
1:20 p.m.
Wednesday Service
Rudy Barnett, 8.8. Supt., Pan, Wayne
DIreeter.
Garrison, !training Union
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MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Open 6 am. - 12:00 p.m.
Free Pickup and Delivery
So. 12th St.
Ph. 753-9131
S.

NSW
/

Murray Livestock Company

Prestai Harris & David Carter, owners

Robert Young
WM. E. Dodson

Herman K. Ellis
J.W. Young

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.

Carroll Tire Service

"For All Your Fertilizer Needs"
Phone 753-1933
Murray, Ky.

Your Uni-Royal Tire Deane
1105 Pogue - i Blk. E. of S. 12th- Phone 753-1486

Murray Warehouse Corp.
Holmes Ellis, Gen. Mgr.

Sottish 12th Street

Palace Drive-In

4I

Phone 753-1717

Free Pickup and Delivery
We Give 56tHGreen Stamps
Five Points
Phone 753-9091

Used Cars — Minor Repairs
Day 753-5862
Night 753-3548

Leach's Music

Boone's Incorporated

"Your Complete Music Center"
Dixieland Cesater, Chestnut Bt.

Sholar's Auto Repair

West Ky. Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.

Complete Auto and Truck Service
209 So. 7th

Indoor Comfort Center
.. Divisiongof Freed Cothana Co.. Int.
Heating - Sheet Metal - Air Conditioning
Phone 753-4832
' 8th at C'hestna

Massey-Ferguson — Sales & Service
Industrial Road
Phone 753-1319

Phone 763-7575

Susie's Cafe

..

National Hotel BUildIng

Phone 753-5012

Phone 753-1761

Stokes Tractor & Imp. Co.

Plumbing and Heating
Commercial and Residential
R.epairs dr Insta.11atIon - Gas & Sewer
501 No. 4th
Phone 753-6168

Daily Service to Memphis and St Louis

Ambassador - Rebel - Rambler
Top Quality Used Cars
Five Points
Phone 753-6448

Phone 753-261'7

Claude Vaughn

Paschall Truck Lines

Clifford's Gulf Service

The Cleaner That's Interested In You

Murray Wholesale
Grocery Co.

Phone 753-7992

Phone 438-2346 or 436-5376

Phone '763-2202

Cain & Taylor Gulf Service

A FRIEND

"Where Sales and Service Go Together"

E. W. Outland, Supt.
- PhOne 753-8220
,

Five Points

051ENICAN
MOTORS

Col. and Mrs. Thomas E. Brewn - Owners

Bowling At Its Best — Fine Food
1415 Main Street

,v4fCain & Treas Motor Sales

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

Soybean Division

•

RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
409 Maple Street
Phone 753-1713

"Quality Homes at Reasonable Prices"
Phone 753-3640
Safeway
Hilicrest

Lynhurst Resort

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

Ward & Elkins

Murray Mobile Homes

Phone 753-5334

Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m.

erimsoin

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Sleeks • Ready Mix
Bast Main Street

Gamete

Phone 753-3640

limmismsesser

.

'

Shirley Florist

.•
A FRIEND.
. 7-.

13 EEC E'S THE STAG SliOPI

Flowers for All Occasions
Member F.T.D.
753-3261
N. 4th St.

..• '
.:.r
•

Melugin Outboard Marine

eivpm.h.t.
- PanY
'Collh
.
e Oil
.faskhe
,..
kbeynL
Kentuc

.

5,02

. Johnson- Outboard Molars- Boats & Trailers
Phone 753-3734
201 So. 7th

-

New Concord

PROM 753-1323

•

Wit! SOOMP
r

@IBiDirit,
'
_

CHICKEN - BEEF- SHRIMP - FISH - HAM
Open 7 Days - 9:00 a-M. to 11:00 pm.
753-4334
Chestnut Street (next tcr Capri/

Drive-In
.s
Trenhohn'
DriIn
--.: •

Benny Penny Chicken - Pizza - Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More
12th & Chestnut
Phone 753-2997

,

"

,

Roberts Realty

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Ass'n
Serving Farm FamlliOs Since 1936
Industrial Road
Phone 753-2924

.
Hoyt Roberts - Realters - Ray Roberto
r

Phone 753-1661 - 506 W. Main - Hite 753-11134
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